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Abstract 
 
It is important to examine parent advocacy programs to understand how they function in a society 
where there are many structural obstacles to those with little power. These programs can provide 
an impactful way to level out power imbalances.  
 
This case study examined through a lens of legal consciousness theory, power and empowerment 
theory, and the four capitals as developed by Bourdieu, the purposes and consequences of low-
income Latina parents of children with disabilities participating in the LA-based Learning Rights 
Law Center’s TIGER parent advocacy program.   
 
The study specifically addressed how low-income Latina parents of children with disabilities are 
empowered through their participation in the TIGER legal advocacy program, and what 
examining the legal consciousness of TIGER parents can tell us about their empowerment.  
 
Semi-structured interviews with parents and TIGER staff, document analysis, and further 
observations, enabled in-depth analyses of the parents’ attitudes and views about special 
education law, the special education system, and the TIGER program. 
 
This study suggests that parents who attend the TIGER program go through a specific 
experiential process changing their legal consciousness and triggering a parallel empowerment 
process. Further, the study suggests a model for combining legal consciousness and legal 
empowerment theoretically and develops indicators to detect this. It also confirms that longer 
term advocacy programs benefit parents who can subsequently achieve outcomes for their 
children. The study also suggests that although the TIGER program can build a bridge between 
the law in action and the law in books through effective parent advocacy, it cannot change the 
hegemony of the law.  
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Chapter 1-Introduction  
 
1.1 Introduction 
	
School performance in California is lower than the US national average, and performance 
by schools in Los Angeles (LA) is lower than in the rest of the state (NCES 2017). One 
prevalent problem has been the under-performance of low-income minority students, and 
particularly students with physical or learning disabilities and those who speak English as 
a second language (Kohli et al 2016). LA has been a diverse city for a long time, home to 
various migrant communities. Latinos, particularly those of Mexican and Mexican-
American heritage, comprise the largest single ethnic group.  
 
Parents are dealing with diminishing school standards. They have growing concerns 
about their ability to advocate for their disadvantaged children and ensure that the most 
vulnerable get the education they need. With the challenges faced in advocating for their 
children, it would not be amiss to think that parents need to build more legal and rights 
awareness to address these issues. However, it would be essential to first establish what 
their legal consciousness (LC) is; in short, the way they understand the law (Merry 1990). 
Understanding their LC is important because it can reveal a person’s relationship with the 
law which is a process that is constantly changing (Silbey 2005). Understanding their LC 
would assist in determining how to teach parents the law and how teaching parents the 
law might help parents achieve better outcomes for their children. 
 
Vulnerable parents from low-income backgrounds, particularly from ethnic minorities, 
immigrant backgrounds, and non-English speaking communities, who have low levels of 
education or have learning difficulties themselves, face seemingly insurmountable 
challenges when taking on large school districts who have complicated administrative 
procedures, multiple administrative, teaching, directing and legal personnel and a better 
grasp of the intricacies of special education law (Logan et al 2002). The complexity of 
special education law and the lack of access to services within it reproduces inequality, as 
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does any legal regime (Silbey 2005). A route for parents to act on behalf of their children 
with disabilities is through grassroots action and civic society (Eliasoph 2009).  
 
1.2 The Law and legal definitions 
 
Special education law in California is multi-layered. Although there are several pieces of 
legislation pertaining to students with disabilities, some of these statutes are of seminal 
importance.  
 
Under the Americans with Disabilities Act 1990 (ADA), disability is defined as a physical 
or mental impairment that substantially limits at least one major life activity. It requires 
employers, government agencies, including schools, and private businesses to ensure 
programs and facilities are accessible to people with disabilities. The second fundamental 
federal statute is the Rehabilitation Act 1973, in particular section 504. Section 504 is a 
civil rights law that prevents federally-funded programs from discriminating against 
people with disabilities.  
 
The perhaps most significant piece of Federal legislation is the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act 1990 (IDEA) and the amending legislation including the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act 2004. This statute as interpreted 
by case law outlines the rights and responsibilities of students, parents and school 
districts in detail. In brief, the IDEA establishes the student’s rights to a Free and 
Appropriate Public Education in the Least Restrictive Environment (FAPE) pursuant to a 
full assessment in all areas of needs with appropriate related services and documented in 
an Individualized Education Program (IEP). The IEP, whilst cumbersome, is the 
cornerstone of the specialized education provided to the student by the school and the 
most tangible way for parents to come into contact or understand how their child is being 
taught. The IEP is an individual plan for services, a contract, which needs to be in place 
for every child with disabilities. The IEP meeting is one occurring at least once yearly 
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where those involved in the child’s education at school and parents meet to discuss this 
plan. 
 
The parents’ rights under IDEA include a right to consent to the FAPE offered. This 
includes parent-participation in decision-making regarding eligibility, placement and all 
services including accommodations. Parents also have the right to be kept informed and 
view student records and documents. They can ask for assessments and IEP meetings and 
to be present at those meetings and offer input. As can be seen, the law appears to 
provide a fair and decent education system (Blau & Allbright 2006). However, the lack of 
student success and the flood of parents seeking assistance regarding education rights, 
suggest a discrepancy between the apparent fairness of the law and how it is applied - the 
law in books and law in action. 
 
 1.3 Learning Rights Law Center and its programs 
 
Learning Rights Law Center (LRLC), a non-profit legal services provider based in LA, 
provides legal advice in the field of education law to low-income families (“Home” 
2017). The largest group served are children with disabilities from Latino, predominantly 
Mexican, backgrounds, many being monolingual Spanish speakers. To increase 
accessibility, LRLC provides a bilingual service for the Spanish speaking community. 
This inclusion accounts for many bilingual individuals on staff, and LRLC arranging for 
translation to parents from other minority language backgrounds. To assist one of the 
most vulnerable groups in society, LRLC developed a model to teach parents the law 
surrounding special education to empower the parents to be better-equipped to advocate 
on their own and their children’s behalf in a non-adversarial way. It is called the Training 
Individuals for Grassroots Education Reform (TIGER) program. The reason why TIGER 
is a good example of a parent advocacy program is that it is a unique year-long teaching 
program, as opposed to an ad hoc workshop, in Southern California developed to directly 
assist these particularly marginalized parents in education law self-advocacy. 
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As a non-profit, LRLC incorporates different functions. When curtailed to the legal 
service functions, they fall into two categories: advocacy services and litigation. The 
main advocacy services centred on self-representation include; the TIGER program and 
the Education Rights Clinic, including outreach clinics. There are also civil and 
administrative litigation services, but all apart from TIGER provide legal advice or 
representation.  
 
LRLC’s stated vision through its TIGER program is to: “empower families and provide a 
basis for true grassroots education reform” (“Mission” 2017). TIGER serves low-income 
families, low- income as defined by the federal poverty level (FPL) (ASPE 2017). There 
is some leeway however as the funding for TIGER does not come from the State Bar of 
California unlike the Education Rights Clinic, which requires clients to meet strict 
income requirements to receive legal services. As TIGER is not considered a legal 
service, the funding derives largely from private funding and therefore staff can use 
discretion as to who can be admitted to the program. 
 
The TIGER Director (a staff attorney) and the Program Coordinator run the TIGER 
program, and classes are taught by teachers who hold an independent contractor status at 
LRLC. The TIGER teachers are experts in education in one way or another, ranging from 
special education teachers, to professors, education attorneys, and advocates. The classes 
are taught once a month for 11 months at strategic locations in the greater LA area. The 
purpose of TIGER is to train parents to be effective advocates for their own children. 
There are many reasons for this, but one main reason stands out as crucial; parents need 
to advocate for their children throughout the duration of all of their school years. Legal 
intervention by a lawyer or advocate may provide temporary assistance, but it is a poor 
long-term solution by itself, particularly since parents need to participate in IEP meetings 
on at least a yearly basis and legal settlements have a short-term lifespan. 
 
In disseminating knowledge to parents, LRLC aims to affect the current power balance 
between the schools and the parents when the parents have a complex system to navigate 
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and little knowledge or ability to do so (Burke & Sandman 2015). However, it is unclear 
how and to what extent TIGER empowers parents to reclaim the narrative for their 
children’s education through forms of legal action. This could be better understood by 
understanding how increasing parents’ legal awareness affects their LC.  
 
1.4 Aims and research questions of this study  
 
1.4.1 Aims   
 
The aims of this case study are to add to the body of LC and empowerment literature in 
the context of this case study on parent legal advocacy within LRLC’s TIGER program. 
By creating a synthesis between the concepts LC and legal empowerment, the study aims 
to understand the LC of Latina mothers of children with disabilities, and in relation to 
their legal empowerment, examining how this process happens in parents in a setting that 
has parents and students from low-income and minority backgrounds struggling with 
clear inequalities in the education system. It became clear early on from collected data 
that the TIGER program does achieve its aim of legally empowering parents, therefore it 
became crucial to concentrate on the much more interesting analytical aim of how. The 
study aims to do this by answering the following research questions. 
 
1.4.2 Research questions 
 
How are low-income Latina parents of children with disabilities empowered 
through their participation in the TIGER legal advocacy program? 
 
I also propose to answer this question by looking at the following sub-question: What 
can the examination of the legal consciousness of TIGER parents tell us about their 
empowerment? 
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Chapter 2 – Thematic Literature Review 
 
2.1 Latina parents of children with disabilities as a disadvantaged group 
 
In LA County, 1,523,212 children enrolled in schools for the year 2015-2016 (CDE 
2017), and 1,029,240 received free or reduced-price school meals, indicating that 2/3 
children come from low-income families (CDE 2017). The number of English learners, 
indicating that the child is not proficient in English, and those who come from a 
background where another language is the only or main language spoken at home, was 
346,469 (CDE 2017); 1/4 of all students. Together these statistics create a picture of a 
large demographic of parents based on socio-economic status (low income and non-
English speaking) where communication is not the easiest for them to voice their issues 
about their children’s education (Fuhriman-Ebert 2016).  Multiple studies (Fuhriman-
Ebert 2016, Logan et al 2002, Beratan 2008) have confirmed the presence of 
complicating socio-economic factors such as poverty and parents lacking education, 
English not being the first language of the child or parents, cultural differences and 
institutional racism compounding difficulties faced by minority parents. 
 
Lorraine Gutierrez (1995) has focused on the Latino community in the US specifically in 
her examination of the role of critical consciousness in empowerment. She identifies 
Latinos as a heterogeneous group, because of multiple differences in groups that are 
American citizens rather than recent immigrants, in those that speak fluent English rather 
than only Spanish and other factors. However, she points out that as a group they are one 
of the fastest growing and most economically deprived, resulting in significant 
disadvantages. This echoes some of the TIGER staff interviews conducted, where Latino 
parents are characterized as the “most behind, least prepared and lowest performers” due 
to “being recent immigrants, and having language issues etc.”, however bilingual parents 
are seen as more “high performing” in comparison (Staff interview 1). Gutierrez suggests 
that Latinos can only affect political change to these circumstances if they develop a 
common consciousness. She identifies critical consciousness as both a process and a 
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cognitive state. If individuals and groups are to affect change and increase their power, 
they need to understand that their problems stem from a lack of power. Understanding the 
significance of group membership can help identify powerlessness as a source of 
problems.	
 
Research by Faw & Leustek (2015) shows that parents of children with disabilities face a 
number of personal obstacles and burdens that make voicing needs more difficult. Some 
of these are practical, such as struggles with time and money, and perhaps their own 
disabilities, and some are psychological such as dealing with isolation and even 
depression. Many times, these pressures can lead to health problems. Dealing with social 
stigma and the strain that caregiving places on the rest of the family and the relationship 
between parents can also be overwhelming making it hard to engage in advocacy. 
Cultural factors play a role in ameliorating or exacerbating these pressures also. These 
personal and social constraints are ameliorated through participation in formal and 
informal networks (Faw & Leustek 2015).  
 
A qualitative study by Burke & Sandman (2015) examining parent attitudes towards a re-
authorization of the IDEA revealed that in their experiences in confronting the school, the 
parents often encounter resistance and barriers when trying to collaborate with or 
confront the school. Spanish speakers face specific challenges due to lack of translation 
and are unempowered when dealing with the school (Burke & Sandman 2015). A mixed 
methods study by Zeitlin & Curcic (2013), confirmed that parents face resistance to their 
requests and concerns passed to the school, and argued that this was partly based on 
scarcity of resources and the schools’ less than perfect understanding of the challenges of 
disabilities. This suggests that parents also face institutional constraints. 
 
2.2 Challenges parents face in taking on the special education system 
 
Zeitlin & Curcic suggest that the IEP meetings are the primary way that parents can voice 
their opinions and issues to the school in a formal manner. Parents face a multiplicity of 
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problems with the IEP-based system compounding the personal problems already present 
(Zeitlin & Curcic 2013). For example; the school may not be recognising a certain 
disability at all, the wrong disability may be recorded, or the services or program the 
child is receiving through the IEP may not be appropriate. In all these instances, the 
parent must face the daunting task of challenging the school (Zeitlin & Curcic 2013).  
 
A study by Zankich (2015) suggested that one of the reasons why challenging the school 
is difficult, is the sheer complexity of the special education system and the difficult 
jargon that accompanies special education being a mix of difficult medical, legal, and 
education terminology. Particularly if parents are from a minority background, they 
require legal assistance to bring their concerns forward (Zankich 2015).  
 
So as established, the lack of education, resources and communication issues challenge 
parents in expressing their concerns to the school and parents are often ignored. If 
concerns are not listened to through the IEP process, the primary means of achieving 
redress is by lodging a due process complaint. Due process is a dispute resolution 
measure under the IDEA. The purpose was to facilitate resolution and minimise conflict. 
It is however an adversarial process involving a trial like hearing- a difficult process 
financially and emotionally. It is too complex for parents to navigate on their own and 
taxing even with legal assistance. This is one reason why mediation is a preferred 
alternative for both parents and school districts (Mueller & Carranza 2011). 
 
A qualitative study by Mueller & Carranza (2011) examining due process hearings, 
suggests that there are a number of legal and non-legal ways for parents to voice concerns 
to the school, but these are always closely intertwined with how the complex matrix of 
special education law operates. Due to the adversarial nature of the due process 
procedure, the souring of the relationship with the school when it happens, and the 
unlikelihood that a parent will succeed without representation, it is highly preferable to 
deal with the school outside of this court-involved legal process (Mueller & Carranza 
2011).  
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2.3 Parents voices in the special education process 
 
Ong Dean (2005) explains in his study that it is not a new idea that parents’ voices should 
be heard in the education process of their disabled children. It is entrenched in special 
education legislation and has been part of federal law since 1975. The IDEA provides for 
the inclusion of parents in the process of developing an educational plan for their 
children, which leads to the provision of FAPE, the cornerstone standard of what kind of 
education children are entitled to (IDEA 1990).  
 
Renty & Roeyers (2006) suggest in their mixed methods study reasons why parents of 
children with disabilities should be heard. As the primary caregivers for their children 
parents are aware of the needs of their children more acutely than anyone. Time spent 
with the children, experience in dealing with them and listening to them are reasons why 
parents should play a large role in identifying their child’s ability and how their child 
may be best placed and assisted, moreover this interest has been proven to have a positive 
effect on a child (Renty & Roeyers 2006).  
 
2.4 Importance of legal knowledge in education outcomes 
 
Phillips (2008) identifies lack of knowledge and advocacy skills as key to the failure of 
parents obtaining proper outcomes in interactions with the school. She categorizes the 
missing knowledge as: “lack of knowledge about disability”- relating to eligibility under 
the law, “lack of knowledge about educational options”- relating to rights and services 
under the law and “difficulty interfacing with school officials and complying with 
procedural requirements”- relating to effective communication and advocacy skills. She 
adds that the complexity of special education law involving not just the IDEA, but federal 
regulation, state statutes and regulations, and case law makes it particularly difficult for 
the parent to advocate for their child. Being unaware of the full extent of the child’s 
rights the parent is not suited to try and safeguard the child’s education. Phillips also 
suggests that many children with disabilities come from households below the poverty 
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line thus making the gap in knowledge larger, and proposes as a policy solution to the 
difficulties faced by parents; a legislative change which would instate an advocate to 
assist the parents in representing their children. She dismisses the advocacy programs 
citing the law ultimately to be too complex for parents. What Phillips seems to miss is 
that the solution may not need to be all-encompassing and that different types of 
challenges require different approaches, some being handled by parents and some 
requiring representation. 
 
Deslandes & Rivard (2013) also find in their qualitative case study that parents from low-
income backgrounds who are actively engaged in the learning process in programs like 
TIGER- i.e. those who ask questions, and reflect and apply what is learnt to their own 
circumstances fare best at retaining the knowledge imparted. The retention of knowledge 
in background facts, legal rights and advocacy, in turn, places these parents in a better 
position to challenge the school. The study also shows that any amount of knowledge 
gained through a program improving a parent’s knowledge of the way the education 
system works is helpful in making the parent more likely to engage with the school and 
their child’s education (Deslandes & Rivard 2013). The study however centred on how 
parents retain knowledge based on ad hoc workshops, which are more common than a 
full year curriculum based program, such as TIGER. Whilst these longer-terms programs 
appear not to have been subjects of study, what is promising about TIGER is that 
precisely those methods that Deslandes and Rivard identify as effective; asking questions, 
reflecting and applying knowledge are emphasised in TIGER. 
 
Engel (1991) in his socio-legal research conducted through a large-scale longitudinal 
qualitative study, examined the legislation preceding the IDEA, cultural meanings of the 
concept of “handicap”, the struggle to define roles for professionals and parents under the 
legislation, and most relevantly how the concept of “rights” has been problematic when 
asserted by parents against educators. Parents who participated in his study mostly failed 
to take advantage of procedural guarantees to enforce substantive rights due to this being 
seen as incompatible with forging beneficial relationships with the school. He concludes 
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that this renders the legal protections established by the law meaningless. It also backs up 
the feeling that parents had in my study that the school districts do not consider the 
intervention of advocates in the IEP process fruitful. The exception in his study was one 
particular family who did assert their rights with the school district from the very 
beginning of the relationship, “establishing ground rules”. This was very beneficial for 
the child’s education long term. This study highlights how enforcing rights in special 
education has been difficult for parents for over a quarter century.  
 
The only evaluation conducted on TIGER is quantitative (Aceves 2016). This measures 
parents’ pre- and post-TIGER knowledge. This brief study showed by comparing test 
scores pre- and post-yearlong TIGER classes, that TIGER significantly improved 
parents’ knowledge about special education law. 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
 
The existing literature confirms that low-income parents of children with disabilities face 
several challenges from different sources including the personal, institutional and socio-
economic sphere. It also identifies that although the law provides, with good justification, 
that parents’ voices should be heard in determining the best way to support the education 
of a child with a disability, this is not happening in practice. In fact, the special education 
system in schools is full of barriers to active engagement. The literature also confirms 
that to gain a voice, it is essential to increase the knowledge of the parents to enable them 
to engage in their children’s education. What the current literature lacks however is a 
proper examination of how parent advocacy programs in practice enable parents to 
advocate for their children with disabilities, particularly from a qualitative case study 
perspective focusing on legal empowerment and LC; providing a gap to fill.  
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Chapter 3 - Theoretical Underpinnings 
 
3.1 Power and symbolic capital 
 
Bourdieu’s approach to structure is that it contains some innate qualities, and agents’ 
relationships of influence on it are complex and indirect. He tells us that schools and legal 
institutions are highly hierarchical (Bourdieu 1987). In those hierarchical institutions, the 
structure of the social world is constructed by relationships between agents occupying 
different positions within the hierarchical power structure and our pre-existing 
understanding of the social world, and symbolic power operates and constrains 
relationships between agents. Bourdieu also states that power is vested in capital 
(Bourdieu 1986). The forms of capital that are well known, economic, cultural, social and 
symbolic, are also key to understanding how power operates (Bourdieu 1986). Symbolic 
power is the form that power relations in these institutions assume when they are seen 
through social categories that give them legitimacy (Cronin 1996).  
 
The competition for the control of access to legal resources is one reason why there is a 
clear social division between lay people and legal professionals through the process of 
rationalization. This increases the gap between judgements based on the law and lay 
peoples’ idea of fairness. The resulting separation, explains why it seems that the system 
of juridical norms is independent of the power relations that the system both generates 
and legitimizes. The law’s power of naming, or correctly labelling, gives it the ultimate 
symbolic power (Bourdieu 1987). This is apparent in the interviews conducted with the 
parents and I will return to discuss this later as a part of legal empowerment outcomes. 
The approach that I have taken to use Bourdieu in a limited sense in absorbing his ideas 
and some of his key concepts, rather than using his stricter and more formulaic field 
theory, gives me the theoretical freedom to examine these alongside the concepts of LC 
and legal empowerment. 
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3.2 Legal consciousness  
 
The specific property of symbolic power is that it can be exercised only through the 
complicity of those who are dominated by it (Bourdieu 1987). But how can we look at 
whether or how this complicity occurs? Susan Silbey states that the concept of LC was 
developed to study the question “[w]hy do people acquiesce to a legal system that, 
despite its promises of equal treatment, systematically reproduces inequality?” (Silbey 
2005). LC was developed into a highly systematic and comprehensive concept by Patricia 
Ewick and Susan Silbey (1998) in their book The Common Place of Law, the purpose of 
which was to examine the gap between law in the books and law in action (Hull 2016). 
LC has been defined perhaps most notably by Merry (1985; 1990) as the way that regular 
people understand the law. Some later works reference how agreed upon legal norms 
create a LC about law’s apparent fairness in wider society (Lind & Tyler 1988, Tyler 
1990). This brings LC the character that I adopt in my study, not simply a consciousness 
which flows down to regular people from legal institutions, but also one in which 
ordinary people influence back (Fritsvold 2009). The examination of LC studies the 
meanings given by individuals in their cultural context (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.55).  
 
Ewick and Silbey identify three different modes of LC. These are: “before the law”, 
“with the law” and “against the law” (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.47-48). These modes are 
not necessarily sequential, they can exist simultaneously in a person, they can follow any 
order, or a person can possess just one.  
 
“Before the law” is a mode where the law is understood as hierarchical, impartial and 
detached from everyday existence. The law is experienced as powerful and the subject 
powerless before the law (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.47). There are several layers through 
which Ewick and Silbey characterize the various modes. Through a normative lens, the 
law is perceived as impartial, objective, and exists to carry out justice. Although subjects 
often experience injustices or difficulty accessing the legal system, this is not perceived 
to be the fault of the system, but due to outside circumstances. Individuals revere the law 
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and see it carrying a higher purpose than the everyday needs of people leading to 
decisions such as not “bothering” the police. Seen through the angle of constraint, the law 
also has a dualistic nature. Although its purpose is to produce just outcomes, sometimes 
its own rules and regulations prevent it, like a judge in procedural court relying on 
incorrect paperwork rather than listening to an individual, because that is what the 
procedure prescribes. So, it is constrained by its own nature. Looking at law’s capacity, 
individuals in this mode attribute qualities of agency to the law itself, its mystical 
institutional way of producing the end product, and doing so whilst being completely 
unintelligible to the average person. Lastly, ‘before the law’ LC sees the time and space 
of law as constant and immutable. This is because legal institutions are seen to be in 
law’s space rather than governing the everyday. Law’s time is partly separate, since to 
deal with legal matters means setting aside time to do so but also because of the 
continuity of law as ever developing precedent (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p. 98-113).  
 
“With the law” instead refers to a mode where law is understood as manoeuvrable, 
something that can be used to one’s benefit, where existing rules can be manipulated, 
new rules created, and law is a part of everyday existence. The law is not contemplated in 
itself as powerful or not powerful, but rather the setting for power struggles between 
oneself and others (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.47-48). It can also be characterized as a 
game- both a means and an end (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.148-154). The law is seen in 
this mode in terms of its normativity as partial, an arena where actors can pursue self-
interest with tactics outside of what one would in other social interactions (such as lies, 
manipulation, exaggeration, even corruption…) and even something that can be bought 
and sold. In terms of constraint, the law is seen as creating space, loopholes and is 
therefore opening up constraints whilst not being reliable when still under process, but 
also importantly as providing closure and resolution to issues once a decision is reached. 
The capacity of law is seen as agency vested in oneself and others in the legal arena, so 
once that is recognized, the agent can evaluate how they did before they knew about the 
rules of the game and now when they know better. The time and space of law is described 
as existing parallel to normal life and enabling simultaneous but opposing positions on 
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the same actors in the different contexts (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p. 147-178). The ability 
to manoeuvre ‘with the law’ entails comfort within the system, in spite of the outcome, it 
also means that power is seen rather to be possessed by the individuals who are partaking 
in the legal activity. 
 
“Against the law” is a mode where the law is understood as something to be struggled 
against when contact is made with it. The law is experienced as powerful and small 
attempts, outside the rules of the legal system, by exploiting conventional social 
practices, are made to resist it whilst accepting that it cannot be overpowered, but rather 
one can “forge moments of respite from the power of the law” (Ewick & Silbey 1998, 
p.47-48). LC here is characterized by resistance. Resistance implies being less powerful, 
being up against something or someone. It is a consciousness of opportunity, of both 
constraint and autonomy, power and possibility. Persons in this mode think that power 
has produced an unfair situation and that the responsibility for the unfair situation lies 
with someone or something (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.198-199). In ‘against the law’ LC, 
normativity of the law is experienced as the law and the agents enforcing the law being 
arbitrarily powerful, making one resigned to the power of the law. In this mode, the law 
is something to be avoided, as it is not seen as a just process- both a cause and an effect- 
and producing an unjust outcome. In this mode, the individual characteristically takes the 
law into one’s own hands instead, resisting, as the lack of time, experience and faith in 
the system make one give up on the formal processes. The time and space of law are 
perceived as formal, and what becomes important is using the small spaces it provides 
unofficially. As the legal and other formal systems depend on processes taking a certain 
amount of time, obstructing this process, like foot-dragging or taking space where it is 
unexpected can be an effective form of resistance (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.204-236). 
 
LC literature has examined a variety of subjects and groups. Most studies show how 
differing groups have differing LC. But what appears to unite most previous studies, 
independent of their concentration, such as on how LC is produced (Cowan 2004), how 
law influences the consciousness of ordinary people (Hull 2003), how law produces 
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social change (McCann 1994, Kostiner 2003), how law matters (Levine & Mellema 
2001), or how awareness of rights shapes identity (Engel & Munger 2003), is that they 
emphasise the difficulties faced by people when trying to use the law to empower oneself 
(Silbey 2005).  
 
Hull (2016) makes a point that Silbey (2005) critiqued the developments in LC literature 
pointing out that at the time too many studies had lost their critical edge. Hull notes that 
Silbey found this was because studies described and highlighted the LC of marginalized 
groups or individuals instead of ordinary people, without explaining how they contribute 
to the legitimacy or hegemony of the law (Hull 2016). What is even more interesting to 
contemplate is that, as the law is socially constructed and people’s LC both influence and 
are being influenced by the law and the legal system, this could mean that the hegemony 
of the law is not necessarily universal, and may not be oppressive to those who learn to 
operate within it. I suggest in using the concept ‘with the law’ developed by Ewick & 
Silbey, the law’s hegemony can be “transformed” (compare Hull 2016, p.570). I address 
Silbey’s critique of previous LC literature being too focussed on describing the outcome 
of individual LC than process, by attempting to tackle both (compare Silbey 2005).     
 
This idea is touched upon by Lovell (2012) who points out that people’s awareness of the 
shortcomings of the law and simultaneously idealized understandings of the law as well 
as the law being in competition with other normative frameworks seems to suggest that 
the law may not be hegemonic and legitimizing. The consideration of hegemony relates 
to LC literature’s broader goal to engage discussion on the gap in the law in books and 
the law in action (Silbey 2005, Hull 2016). Lovell suggests that the lack of resistance 
observed in other studies may not be because of adherence to law’s hegemony, but 
instead because there are other barriers that prevent resistance. To put simply, there may 
be a will, but not a way. This approach can be seen as the opposite of the approach that 
Silbey and Ewick (1998) suggest; that the dualistic nature of the law- distant and 
separate, such as it is viewed ‘before the law’, and at the same time concrete and tangible 
in saturating everyday life, such as it is viewed ‘with the law’, is precisely why it is 
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hegemonic (p. 247-249). It has however been suggested that both can be drawn upon, 
which is the approach I take (compare Hull 2016). 
 
Studies by Hull (2003, 2016) examining the LC of LGBT people takes this approach. She 
states that a focus on marginalized groups can in fact help maintain the critical edge 
whilst addressing the problem of resistance- or more specifically the apparent lack of it in 
marginal population with most to gain from resistance. This is particularly interesting to 
study as one would expect marginalized persons to be most aware of the gap between the 
law in the books and the law in action (Hull 2016). This might suggest that perhaps 
indeed the law may not be hegemonic and legitimizing to all as Lovell suggested (Lovell 
2012, Hull 2016).    
 
3.3 Legal Empowerment 
 
Empowerment has been utilized for many different purposes, but a socio-legal take has 
been labelled legal empowerment (Cotula 2007). I will necessarily be discussing 
empowerment as legal empowerment in this text. Groups that have been studied include 
individuals with disabilities, see e.g. studies by Renblad (2003) and Shogren & Shaw 
(2016). Many studies also focus on women, ethnic minorities and development programs 
(Kabeer, 1999, 2005, 2012). Cotula (2007) defines legal empowerment on a basic level as 
the “use of legal processes to improve disadvantaged populations’ control over their 
lives”. I adopt this concept broadly speaking, although to clarify I include legal 
knowledge and awareness as legal processes.  
 
As Kabeer (1999) points out, without disempowerment there can be no empowerment. 
She states that to be disempowered is to be denied choice. To be empowered, one must 
have experienced being disempowered and gained the ability to make choices. 
Empowerment necessarily entails change- a process. In this sense empowerment is 
different from power: it is possible to be very powerful, and never have been empowered 
(Kabeer 1999). Zimmerman (2000) clarifies this further. Although empowerment is not 
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the same as power, these concepts are related. The distinction can be described as a 
difference between authoritative power and social power. The way that power is linked to 
empowerment then is through the struggle for power and power relations. In legal 
empowerment, the law and its institutions are the platform and means to empowerment. 
 
Kabeer (1999) goes on to describe that the exercise of choice can be thought of through 
three dimensions: resources, agency and achievements. In thinking about resources, she 
adopts a wide understanding where resources are not just material but social, such as 
decision-making authority. Choice in agency means more than the action of decision-
making. Relating to power it can be a sense of having a ‘power within’ or having ‘power 
to do’ something or it can be a ‘power over’ someone.  Resources and agency, together 
called capabilities, through choice bring about achievements. Where constraints exist that 
are so deeply seated that choice in this way cannot be exercised, it is disempowerment. 
 
Zimmerman (2000) suggests that empowerment has two forms, empowering processes 
and empowering outcomes. Processes are aimed at gaining control, resources and social 
understanding; an individual becoming involved in community activity, and at 
community level having accessible resources. Outcomes are the operationalization of 
empowerment- in the individual this could be gaining skills and proactive behaviour and 
in community, organizational coalitions (Zimmerman 2000, Blatter & Haverland 2012). 
Zimmerman suggests that one of the key ingredients of the outcome of being empowered 
on an individual level means developing critical awareness or consciousness. 
 
3.4 Legal empowerment and legal consciousness 
 
Although the connection and usefulness between critical consciousness and 
empowerment has been studied recently, it appears rare that studies draw parallels 
between the processes of LC and legal empowerment (see e.g. Christens et al 2016, 
Gutierrez 1995). Hernandez (2010) has characterized a type of LC as one where legality 
is seen as a source of “hope, change and empowerment” (p.109). Hernandez is merely 
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suggesting that the perception that law results in empowerment is just one way to 
characterize certain people’s LC.  
 
Importantly, the mode ‘with the law’ is most substantially different of all the modes in 
one crucial aspect- in that those who possess ‘with the law’ LC must either have power 
and resources or be legally empowered, which is a characteristic that neither of the other 
two modes have (Ewick &Silbey 1998 p.98-230). The mode ‘with the law’ shares a lot of 
commonalities with becoming legally empowered and the modes ‘before the law’ and to 
a lesser extent ‘against the law’ share commonalities with being legally disempowered. 
This is because as described when going through legal empowerment, an individual will 
move from being disempowered to empowered by obtaining legal resources and legal 
agency giving the individual choice not just in the form of both ‘power within’ and 
‘power to do’ resulting in legal achievements as previously explained (Kabeer 1999). 
This parallel development occurs when LC shifts from ‘before the law’, when the law is 
seen as powerful and one is powerless and without knowledge in front of it, or even 
‘against the law’, when one is resisting the overwhelming power of the law, but being 
resigned to its power and trying to operate outside it, to ‘with the law’, knowing that one 
needs to obtain the resources to play the game, to learn to manipulate and operate the 
rules through your own agency by making choices that ultimately result in achievements 
and success. But these can be both a win or a loss because each outcome results in a 
better ability to operate within the law next time and is enjoyable for its own sake (Ewick 
& Silbey 1998, p.148-154).  
 
These aspects spoken about above suggest a substantial parallel process in legal 
empowerment and developing ‘with the law’ LC. By utilizing the synergy of the two 
concepts it is possible to learn about parents’ legal empowerment in the special education 
field by empirically deploying appropriate indicators, as I will discuss in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 4 - Research Design 
 
4.1 Rationale 
 
This chapter will outline my research design. My approach derives from a standpoint 
informed by social constructivism, where I place interpretation and communication at the 
centre of knowledge generation, these being influenced by pre-existing frameworks of the 
mind and dominant theories by which I have been informed. I then produce empirical 
evidence to provide arguments in discussing theoretical frameworks for understanding 
and creating social reality (compare: Blatter & Haverland 2012, p.10-11, as well as 
Berger & Luckmann 1966).  
 
I have adopted a qualitative cross-sectional study coupled with a theory-informed 
approach. This is to say that I have been consciously influenced by legal consciousness 
theory, theories of power namely by Bourdieu and empowerment theory, but I have 
developed my own theoretical approach as I have gone back and forth between my 
empirical data and established theory. I have chosen this approach because it is best 
suited both to my topic of studying the parents of the TIGER program, because it is 
compatible with my reflexive theoretical approach and scientific positioning, lending the 
approach consistency (compare: Blatter 2008, p.69 and Yin 2011). I used my approach to 
gain insight and meaning about the social processes that are experienced by the TIGER 
parents from their perspective. I chose the cross-sectional case study, as time constraints 
meant that I could not do a longitudinal study (compare: Dale & Davies 1994, p.20). This 
facilitates an examination of my research question, while employing the theoretical 
concepts of LC, economic/cultural/social/symbolic capital and power/legal 
empowerment. It also allows for my research to inform my conclusions, particularly the 
meaning attached by parents to social processes (compare: David 2009). I particularly 
wanted the focus to be on the empirical results and for these to drive the development of 
my theoretical findings. 
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4.2 Methods 
 
4.2.1 Observations 
 
In the qualitative tradition participant observations involve a preparedness to empathize, 
not necessarily to sympathize, with the people of the study (Bryman 2004, p. 61). This 
can help us to understand the world from the perspective of the observed. With this in 
mind, I began conducting general observations at LRLC, consented to by all staff, to see 
what role TIGER played in the office in relation to other services. To gather data to 
address the research question, I observed three classes representing each of the three 
levels of TIGER; Beginner (≈ 10 ppl), Intermediate (≈ 20 ppl), and Advanced (≈ 40 ppl), 
taking place in three different geographical locations within the greater LA area. These 
were mainly concentrated in low-income neighborhoods in South and East LA.  
 
It attended the classes to understand the perspective of the parent or TIGER staff and as it 
enabled me to introduce myself to possible interviewees, and for them to see me as an 
“insider” (compare Bryman 2004, p. 47). I adopted a researcher-participant role at the 
classes, listening to the lesson but not participating in the class discussions (compare 
Bryman 2004, p. 48). All classes had translation with headsets either Spanish to English 
or English to Spanish. When I conducted my observations, I sat in the corner of the room 
to not disturb the setting and remained quiet, still, and controlled my expressions, so my 
presence would have a minimal effect on the class (compare to guidance: Swedish 
Research Council 2011, p. 43). I looked to understand what the lessons consisted of, what 
methods of teaching were used, how the parents responded in class to the teaching, and 
what kind of interactions the parents and teachers had. 
 
I took expanded field notes of the observations, noting down what happened, but also if 
there were any particularly interesting moods, tones, questions posed, reflections or 
stories from both teachers and students in the class and what those could mean (compare 
DeWalt and DeWalt 2011, p. 160-171). To underline my fundamental findings and due to 
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restrictions in space, when referring to observations, I will not be showing or referencing 
the specific data collected, instead I will be discussing the results of the totality of the 
observations and my insights from these observations. 
 
4.2.2 Parent Interviews 
 
I conducted six qualitative parent interviews. Qualitative interviews aim at understanding 
participants “on their own terms and how they make meaning of their own lives, 
experiences, and cognitive processes” which was suitable to this case study (see Brenner 
2006 quoted in Yin 2011, p. 143). All of the participants were mothers, and as mentioned 
in relation to the group I am studying, all were Latina, from a low-income background 
and all had a child or children with a disability that affected their learning. It became 
clear that, as a group, these mothers were interesting partly because it was the mothers 
rather than the fathers who dealt with all education-related matters for their children, and 
this was typical in the community. It also happened to be that all the interviewed parents’ 
children had some type of neurological disorder (ADHD or ASD). I chose to conduct 
semi-structured interviews, because this retained a qualitative in-depth approach, but also 
gave me the ability lead the conversation to certain topics, because I had previously 
experienced when working with parents that conversations would often be sidetracked 
and take many hours, which would be untenable for this thesis. I tried to be non-directive, 
stay neutral and maintain rapport using simply an interview guide (compare Yin 2011, 
pp.134-142). The aim was to gather as much evidence as I could about the backgrounds, 
experiences and meanings of the experiences of the parents (compare Seidman 2006, pp. 
16-19). 
 
To ensure parents shared freely, interviews took place where they felt most comfortable, 
such as a coffee shop, park, neighborhood library, their home, or at their place of work. 
This offered an additional insight into the parent’s social comfort zone. During the 
interviews, I tried to not break the conversation, which is why I chose to both type notes 
and record on audiotape. I moved thematically through topics using the interview guide.  
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4.2.3 Staff interviews 
 
I also conducted four qualitative semi-structured staff interviews. The same 
considerations broadly applied to these interviews, although the subjects were less 
sensitive, nevertheless I obtained verbal consent for these subjects. I conducted an 
interview with the Director of the TIGER program and the Coordinator to get a program 
perspective and with two teachers (of the classes I had observed) to get an instructor 
perspective. The purpose of these interviews was to supplement and confirm or challenge 
my findings from the parent interviews. I took contemporaneous notes during the 
interview to enable me to review them at later time-points (compare: DeWalt and DeWalt 
2011, p. 160-171).  
 
4.2.4 Documentary evidence and literature review 
 
I also reviewed the application forms of the TIGER students who I interviewed with their 
full consent. This provided some background information to me, such as what income 
group they belong to, what educational background they have, how many children they 
have and the exact disabilities the children were diagnosed with, whether they had an 
IEP, whether they are single, married, how many people live in the household, whether 
the person works and what their occupation is. Having this information was useful as it 
meant that in a qualitative interview context, I was not tied to asking these formulaic 
questions, but was able quickly to delve into deeper issues and get a more personal 
perspective without missing out some key demographic and other information about the 
parent. The documentary evidence, like my literature review, served to supplement and 
confirm the interview data and increase its consistency lending some reliability to the 
data, but unlike the literature review is unnecessary to discuss in the results (compare: 
Leung 2015). 
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4.3 Limitations, delimitations and sampling considerations 
 
The study is geographically limited to the greater LA area and to studying the California 
public special education system within the context affecting of a low-income Latino 
population, which has a specific cultural context. It reflects on the services of a single 
legal non-profit organization’s community teaching program. The interview information 
having come from the mothers at a specific point in time reflects the parents’ perception 
of the events in a narrative told subsequent to events having occurred. Results may have 
been different in a longitudinal study where parents were identified as soon as they 
became aware that their child has a disability. To alleviate this issue, I used the program 
Director, Coordinator and teacher interviews all to triangulate data and give a longer-term 
perspective (compare: Bryman 2004). In particular one of the teachers was valuable in 
providing this having been involved in teaching the program for the whole existence of 
the program, over 10 years. By triangulation of all the data gathered, I am confident to 
have overcome some of the limitations brought on by the small sample size of my core 
data of parent interviews and the cross-sectional nature of the study (compare: Bryman 
2004). 
 
The limitations also relate to a large extent to the size of the sample in this study, in 
which six TIGER students were interviewed, due to the emphasis being on a qualitative 
approach given the time constraints for data collection (compare: Guest 2006). One of the 
techniques used was convenience sampling in relation to the parent interviews forming 
the cornerstone of the data. I relied on volunteers to come forward after I had observed 
the three different levels of TIGER class.  
 
When I talk about parents, I refer solely to cis-gender mothers throughout the thesis. This 
was because the vast majority of TIGER students are mothers and those who volunteered 
for the study were all mothers. The limitation with this sample is clear- no gender 
diversity is reflected. It also reflects the group however. It appears from interviews and 
observations conducted, that fathers are generally speaking more absent when it comes to 
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dealing with children with disabilities, in the low-income Los Angeles Latino population. 
Some interviewees suggested that learning disabilities are still to an extent a taboo in this 
population.  
 
No issues arose that sometimes arise with convenience sampling such as the cohort being 
very similar, which was verified by staff and applicant data. I was conscious that “the 
goal of qualitative sampling is not to produce a representative sample, but is rather to 
reflect diversity” (see Rosaline 2008, p.54). My approach can be characterized theoretical 
or purposeful sampling also, because of the equal selection of Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced parents and a range of parents who spoke English as a native language or as a 
second language (compare: Rosaline 2008, p.53). When approaching the group for 
volunteers I had specified that I was looking for Latino parents, as a homogenous sample 
within which I was seeking diversity, because this was the group I was interested in 
examining (compare: Flick 2007, p.29).  
 
For a more robust approach more students could have been included in the study, 
specifically a male perspective added and the study would have benefitted from a 
longitudinal approach also (compare: Stake 2010). I was also limited by my language 
skills and was unable to interview the parents who only spoke Spanish. Most TIGER 
students are Spanish speaking and a significant number of those are monolingual Spanish 
speakers. I was able to interview from a sample of bilingual parents, but they form a 
smaller pool to sample. Half of the parents were able to share perspectives on their 
experiences before and after learning English, which enabled me to see to a certain extent 
a monolingual Spanish speaker perspective.  
 
The sampling considerations for the staff interviews were more obvious: the Director and 
Coordinator are the only people who can offer a day-to-day programmatic view of 
TIGER and the two interviewed teachers were those whose classes I had observed. The 
students I had interviewed had been taught by these teachers, so hence I used purposeful 
sampling (compare: Rosaline 2008, p.53). 
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4.4 Ethical considerations 
 
I followed guidelines from the Swedish Research Council and the University of Lund, as 
well as the American Sociological Association (see Lund University Research Ethics 
2017, American Sociological Association 2011, Swedish Research Council 2011, p.43). 
Prior to the beginning of each class observation conducted, I informed everyone who was 
involved in the class for ethical purposes that what I was doing was conducting socio-
legal research for my Master’s thesis (compare: Lund University Research Ethics 2017). I 
had already informed all the participants by email ahead of time and requested the 
opportunity to observe. I explained that I would be taking detailed notes, but that those 
notes would not be such that the individuals could be identified. I assured participants 
that their names or ages would not be used. Everyone gave their informed consent for me 
to participate and observe (compare: Lund University Research Ethics 2017).  
 
In relation to the interviews I informed the parents of their rights and asked for them to 
sign a consent form containing these rights to confidentiality and to withdraw from 
participation at any time. Also, I stated I would not use their real names in the study and 
they were happy to proceed on this basis. The audio files of the interviews are being 
stored securely to be destroyed after I no longer require them, at the latest in one year of 
the recording date.  
 
I will briefly address outside influences that could affect my analysis (compare: Swedish 
Research Council 2011, p.39). First, I am a lawyer with a long-standing interest in public 
interest law and I am sympathetic to the plight of parents who have children with 
disabilities. This was something I was conscious of when conducting my research. 
Second, I found it easy to empathize with the TIGER staff, as I had shared some of their 
challenges as an employee of the LRLC and I was thus careful to scrutinize my work to 
minimize bias in writing about the law centre. However, I had planned the study before 
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being employed and staff were from the outset aware of my intention to conduct this 
research.  
 
I did not view these attributes prohibitive in relation to my study as I do not think it is 
possible to be fully ‘objective’, in this type of socio-legal research. My time at the law 
centre means that outside of the context of the official observations and interviews I 
discussed issues related to my area of study with staff members and overheard relevant 
conversations. These ‘covert’ observations will necessarily have influenced my thinking, 
although I will not be analysing or presenting these in my results as I took no official note 
of them (compare: Swedish Research Council 2011, p.43).  
 
4.5 Approach to analysis 
 
I adopted a broadly discourse analytical approach for the assembly and analysis of my 
study results. This approach moves between a focus on structures and “a focus on the 
strategies of social agents, i.e., the ways in which they try to achieve outcomes or 
objectives within existing structures and practices, or to change them in particular ways” 
(see Fairclough 2010, p. 233-234). This binds together with the concept of legal 
empowerment in my theoretical underpinnings. Not only that, but the methodology 
employed is particularly suited to examining the “effect of power relations and 
inequalities in producing social wrongs” (see Fairclough 2010, p. 9). My interest in 
TIGER stems from my experiences of the social wrongs produced by the education and 
legal systems and how TIGER tries to rectify those wrongs by assisting the vulnerable 
and powerless parents. I was therefore interested in exploring how the parents felt, 
reasoned and reacted to these social wrongs encountered when trying to obtain proper 
education within the school and special education system. Their presentations and 
representations of what they have experienced, how they have reacted and what they have 
achieved is the principal empirical data in this qualitative study.  
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By initially using descriptive coding and moving to more analytical coding, I distilled 
three common ‘stages’ experienced before parents joined TIGER and four after joining 
TIGER. Overall, I took a multi-step analytical process, which I will describe below. The 
first part encompassed both textual and contextual analysis as I was looking for common 
patterns and themes that were uniting features in the interviews given by the parents 
(compare: Gibbs 2007 and Ruiz 2009). I concluded that what emerged from them was a 
story. A roughly chronological narrative which had several common features and could 
be distilled into the following stages: the Worried Parent, the Disillusioned Parent, the 
Investigating Parent, the Validated Parent, the Legally Aware Parent, the Active Parent 
and the Community Parent. I will explain in my results what empirical features in the 
interviews brought these themes about and their descriptions. I also looked for and found 
support for these themes in the staff interviews and observations. From having identified 
this common narrative, I moved on to the next step of analysis. 
 
The next portion encompassed doing sociological interpretation, on the basis of what I 
had heard from the mothers, and observed in the classrooms, placing the analysis within 
wider sociological discourse (compare: Fairclough 2010 and Ruiz 2009). To detect the 
forms of LC that exist in the parent-subjects, I developed indicators to operationalize the 
different modes of LC (compare: Blatter & Haverland 2012). The purpose of this was to 
scrutinize the stages that were identified and see whether I could now find commonalities 
in the LC of the parents. Although Silbey (2005) may argue that the fluidity of the modes 
prevents them being operationalized, it seems disingenuous to identify the different 
modes and not operationalize them. Each mode has been carefully identified and 
although more than one mode can be displayed by an individual each mode is 
distinctively indicative of a different LC. This is not to deny the modes can “constitute 
and enable each other” (Silbey 2005). The indicators have been directly derived from the 
theory developed by Ewick and Silbey (1998) and the basis of identifying the indicators 
can be seen from my discussion of the legal modes in my chapter on theory. The 
indicators I developed for each legal mode are as follows: 
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Before the law 
1. normativity- the law as impartial and objective: absences in mentioning the law, the 
law emerges in abstract terms, looking to the law for fairness, the law is seen as a system, 
law as protector of education rights  
2. constraint- the law as constrained by its own nature: the IEP process has timelines that 
have to be followed, feeling that the school should inform parent before a meeting 
because of existing rules, waiting until an IEP meeting to mention something to the 
school rather than doing it beforehand   
3. capacity- attributing qualities of agency to the law itself: not mentioning judges, police, 
lawyers etc., seeing ’the IEP’ as a force for good or bad 
4.  the time and space of law- timeless, constant and immutable: the law is..., or my rights 
are... type sentences, not referring to specific instances, unaware of when to take legal 
action, expecting school to abide by prescribed timelines 
Against the law 
1. normativity- the law as arbitrarily powerful, and being resigned to its power: referring 
to the law as unfair, feeling the want to give up to the school, but fighting nevertheless 
without using the law, avoiding its use  
2. constraint- limitations of law’s ability to deal with justice: expressing that the school is 
not able to deal with the child due to resource and other constraints 
3. capacity- resisting the power of the law: speaking to teachers, the principal and other 
school agents to persuade outside the law, finding out information on own, finding own 
resources to do what is not recommended by the school like complete another evaluation, 
get therapy etc. 
4. the time and space of law- processes taking a certain amount of time because of the 
law can be resisted: knowing the IEP meeting or another procedure is about to take place, 
taking action outside the law like transferring child out of school before that time is up 
With the law  
1. normativity- the law as partial and subjective: expressing that if one has access to legal 
resources one is in a better position against the school, expressing ’I was not ready that 
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time’, ’I now know what to do’- type sentiments, acknowledging being in a better 
position if take certain action or express oneself in a certain way 
2. constraint- the law as unconstrained at times, but providing closure: the law as a 
solution to education issues, demonstrating knowledge of strategies that school takes to 
undermine parent rights and demonstrating knowledge on how to deal with these with 
aim to produce outcomes for child  
3. capacity- agency vested in oneself and others: seeing school as both an educational 
institution and as a legal actor, demonstrating knowledge of legal strategies and 
deploying them against the school and seeing this as a more level competition 
4. the time and space of law- parallel to normal life: describing taking legal action as a 
day-to-day activity, seeing this as not particularly burdensome 
As part of my data analysis I then used the indicators to identify the existence of the 
modes expressed by the parents in the interviews I conducted. What I looked for in my 
parent interviews were their personal feelings, ideas, assumptions, actions, reactions, 
reasoning and knowledge about disability and special education law and any potential 
changes in these in particular as they relate to themselves and their children. I also looked 
at detecting mentions of the institutions and persons through which issues in special 
education manifested themselves and the way that these were expressed by the parents. 
The focus was entirely on the perspective of the parents to understand their LC (compare: 
Ruiz 2009).  
 
I then also examined for signs of legal empowerment in the special education context 
having been informed by my results: 
 
Resources 
- Having access to the legal knowledge and other resources that would enable 
taking action to improve the education of their child, not previously having had this 
Agency and choice  
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- Learning and absorbing the legal knowledge and other resources that would 
enable taking action to improve the education of their child- ‘power within’ 
- Taking action to improve the education of their child- ‘power to’  
Achievements 
- Obtaining a change and a result on the basis of having taken action to improve the 
education of their child  
 
Finally, I aimed to look at the context of the expressed indicators, to analyse any 
correlation of LC and legal empowerment through the synergy of both concepts as 
developed in my chapter on theory. The parallels I identified, to highlight these as an 
analytical tool, to detect the parallel process of developing with the law LC and legal 
empowerment were: a) the pre-requisite of obtaining legal resources, b) the 
consciousness and understanding that power is vested in individuals through agency in 
the law, c) the translation of this understanding to action by exercising choice and taking 
steps involving the law, and d) the outcome of this action leading to positive legal 
achievements for the individual. 
 
The subsequent analysis entailed logical induction to draw inferences and expand theory 
informed by previous discourse and theory (compare: Ruiz 2009). I analysed all my notes 
and recordings to inform both the discourse analysis and the conclusions to my study 
(compare: Emerson et al. 2011). I also consulted existing literature in the study, analysing 
the qualitative data and performing triangulation of the data (compare: Bryman 2004; 
2016). I finished my analysis by comparing my notes of the observation, staff interviews, 
discourse analysis and existing literature to confirm or contrast results found in the parent 
interviews and then related this to my theoretical approach by using the stages I have 
identified.  
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4.6 Validity, Reliability and Generalizability 
 
The sampling and other limitations outlined, do affect the generalizability of the study. I 
am however choosing to conduct a qualitative case study and therefore do not make 
claims that go beyond internal generalizability (compare: Flick 2007, p. 42-43). A 
criticism by Engel (1991) in relation to studies relying on parent interviews is that these 
can engage in ‘myth making’, perpetuating the beliefs of the parents. I avoid making 
factual claims in this study on the basis of the interviews focussing rather on the parents’ 
experience however. Regarding the validity of my results however, I am confident that 
the appropriateness of overall approach including the choice of my methods, approach 
and theory will validate my study. In terms of reliability, I have chosen to use a mix of 
qualitative methods and employ triangulation to increase the reliability of my thesis 
(compare: Leung 2015). 
 
I think my methodology presents a coherent and ordered way of scrutinizing the data and 
research question, whilst remaining open to what the data will show and what direction 
that gave the research. The data also informed and influenced the theoretical framework 
by the inclusion of the analysis by reference to the concepts of LC, legal 
empowerment/power, and the four capitals. I used these heuristic devices in the analysis 
section of my thesis, not to pull data apart, but in fact to tie it together (Ewick & Silbey 
1998, p. 46-47). 
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Chapter 5 – Results and Primary Analysis 
	
5.1 Introduction- “Knowledge is power in special education.” (Parent B) 
 
In this chapter comprising the results and analysis of my results, I will use the indicators I 
developed to identify the presence of the three modes of LC identified by Ewick and 
Silbey (1998) as they emerge through ‘stages’ of the TIGER parent narrative in 
interviews. The process I have identified after my thematic coding follows a more or less 
chronological process. This does not mean that each parent has fully developed 
characteristics of any specific stage. Neither does it mean that when one stage is over, the 
next immediately begins, or the previous concludes entirely. The stages overlap and to a 
limited degree they can move back and forth depending on the circumstances 
encountered by the parent. Largely the phase before joining TIGER describes the pre-
conditions of parents joining the TIGER program, while the latter phase describes the 
process of how TIGER legally empowers parents.  
 
Although Ewick and Silbey (1998) describe LC as different in every individual (and there 
are examples of those who continuously display the same LC and those who can switch 
between all of them whilst describing the same incident) I suggest here that TIGER 
parents go through similar changes in LC, related to the stages identified, which is 
sociologically interesting. I concentrate on examining the modes as they relate to power 
and the experiences of the parents in relation to the power of law. I will then examine the 
process of legal empowerment and use the indicators of empowerment I have described 
to determine how parents are legally empowered beyond their shifting LC.  
 
I interviewed six bilingual mothers in total whose background information I will provide 
briefly for context for reading the results. Parents A and B are from a Beginner class, 
parents C and D are from an Intermediate class, and parents E and F are from an 
Advanced class and all classes are in East or South LA. All parents are from their early 
30s to their mid 40s. All parents apart from parent B are married. Parents A and B had 
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one boy with ASD, parent B had a neuro-typical daughter also. Parent A is US born with 
English as her dominant language, she works part time and attended college. Parent B is 
an adult immigrant, her dominant language is Spanish, she works full time and her 
education finished at high school. Parent C has 5 children, 4 boys and 1 girl, all of whom 
have speech and language difficulties, three have ADHD and one has ASD. She was a 
child immigrant, her dominant language is English, she works full time and she finished 
her schooling at high school. Parent D has 5 children, 4 boys and 1 girl, the youngest boy 
has Downs syndrome. She is a full-time caregiver for her children, but worked full time 
for a long time in the education system. Her dominant language is English, she is US 
born and is a college graduate. Parent E has 2 boys and 1 girl, one of her sons has ADHD 
and anxiety, and her daughter has motor-sensory issues leading to having a learning 
disability. Parent E is an adult immigrant, her dominant language is Spanish, she is a full-
time caregiver and her education finished at high school. Parent F has 3 children, 2 boys 
and 1 girl, and 1 of the boys has multiple medical conditions including cerebral palsy as 
well as a diagnosis of ASD. She is an adult immigrant, her dominant language is Spanish, 
she is a full-time caregiver and she attended college. The backgrounds of the parents 
demonstrate that although they share some characteristics, many are unique and many 
diverge. This richness in diversity added to a good qualitative sample. 
 
5.2 Before joining TIGER 
 
5.2.1 Stage 1: The Worried Parent 
 
Each parent described a story of considerable hardship upon discovering that their child 
has a disability. This ranged from life and death medical issues at birth (Parent F) to 
concerns when realizing their child was not reaching developmental milestones (Parent 
B); even realizing as late as already being in school that the child was lagging behind 
academically and socially (Parent C). The discovery often demarked the beginning of a 
stage of being worried. This phase is characterized by a lack of knowledge, frustration, 
suffering, incredulity and despair.  
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Parent A described the realization of there being something wrong and the frustration of 
not knowing what is was or what to do in the following way: “First everything seemed 
fine. Then something changed in him and I noticed he was sitting by himself a lot. Doing 
things like turning the wheels of a toy car over and over. He was not responding to his 
name. I didn’t know what it was or what to do”.  
 
The difficulties experienced by parents extend to other family members. Many described 
how hard it was for their other children not getting as much attention as the child with the 
(most severe) disability (Parent B, C, D and F). Some disclosed that this led to mental 
health difficulties for some of the children (Parent B and C). One subject, which was 
marked by its absence, was how the fathers dealt with the situation. Some mentioned that 
they had spousal support, but all described being the main parent assisting the child; a 
lonely venture. It was clear that there were problems and some parents remarked on the 
difficulties with spouses and relatives being part of the Latino culture (Parents B, C, and 
D) (see also Galanti 2003). The most poignant was the story of Parent B: “Acceptance of 
the disability was hard, my husband at the time did not accept it. To this day he does not 
accept it. I think one of the biggest problems of my marriage was that my husband did not 
accept it. Then the day I got the diagnosis was tough. I felt like I finally knew more, and 
at the same time I realized I was on my own and there was nobody there for me”. In the 
observations that I conducted in the classes, I also noted the absence of the fathers. In 
total only two participated in the observed classes and one spoke briefly.  
 
Whilst parents are coping and coming to terms with the disability, it is also clear to that 
this is motivated by a deep love and concern for their child. Parent D explained; “I went 
through 5 months of depression after he was born, feeling trapped, and struggling to 
cope. But he is the glue in our family. All the kids represent different things, but he is the 
glue that holds us together.” Each parent names their child with a disability, or in the case 
of Parent C, the most severe disability, being particularly special to the parent. The 
interviews with staff indicated that motivation was a factor that distinguished TIGER 
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parents from parents that seek one-time legal services. The motivation emerged in the 
parent interviews as a strongly expressed need, for example; “Initially, I just thought my 
child was bad and misbehaved. I was ignorant about his condition. I did not know what to 
do, I was, yes, very desperate” (Parent C). Others articulated it as a desire to help: 
“Because of his medical issues, I had to leave him at hospital and take the other two 
home: it was so hard. At first, I didn’t really care how he was going to develop, I just 
wanted him to be home. Then when I had him, I just wanted figure out how to help him. I 
didn’t know how” (Parent F). In relation to legal empowerment, parents display 
characteristics of being disempowered. They neither have the resources, nor the ability to 
make informed choices and exercise agency, nor do they have positive outcomes 
(compare: Zimmerman 2000, Cotula 2007). However, by having motivation, they display 
a necessary pre-condition for legal empowerment (compare: Kabeer 1999). 
 
In this stage before the child has entered the school system, the LC of the mothers is 
characterised by the absence of the law. Parents clearly expressed they had had limited 
dealings with the law, although some expressed that they had some experiences of other 
branches of the law, but that these were bad experiences and ones that they had had 
difficulty handling or understanding (Parent B, C, D and E). It appeared that they did not 
give the law much thought, nor was it considered to play a big role in their lives. This 
would be characteristic of the mode ‘Before the law’ as identified by my fourth indicator 
in this category. Attitude towards the law was largely passive and although some of the 
parents noted that the system is unfair, they could not conceive of how to do anything 
except to simply allow the law to operate. There are features of ‘Against the law’ too, as 
demonstrated by indicators one and two in this category. Parents saw the law as powerful 
and immutable, being powerless in front of it and expressing there is little one can do 
except let the law take its course (‘Before the law’), but those who had contact with the 
law had already described some of the inflexibilities and unfairness of the law (‘Against 
the law’) (compare: Ewick & Silbey 1998). 
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5.2.2 Stage 2: The Disillusioned Parent 
 
When the child enters the school system, whether the parent has knowledge of a 
disability that will affect his schooling beforehand (Parents A, B, D and F) or not (Parents 
C and E), the parent has a sense of trust in the school system. The education system, let 
alone the special education system is complex and composed of various expert personnel 
such as the teachers, the school psychologists, the school nurses, the school 
administrators and managing staff, such as the principal.  All the interviewed parents 
stated they had initially respected and trusted school personnel and believed they had the 
child’s best interests at heart. Previous research has indicated Latino parents trust 
authority figures (Galanti 2003), so this may be cultural, but as indicated by the parents 
themselves, it may also have to do with lack of knowing other parents in the same 
situation or respect for those with higher qualification. Out of the six parents interviewed 
only one has completed her college degree. 
 
This trust means it is very confusing for parents to realise that things are not fine. As 
Parent C explained: “Because I was working and the lack of time I had with my child I 
felt guilty and thought it was my fault. They gave an IEP evaluation, which I just signed 
because I had no idea, and nobody explained. The teachers were not helping and not 
recommending further assessments. I was desperate and I hated everyone. How can they 
do this to kids? Why do they not help them when they have chosen this career as 
teachers? You question yourself because they are the experts.” Parent E also expressed 
that it did not make sense: “I had problems. She never did her homework, so I knew she 
was not at the level she should be, but the scores came back as normal, that did not make 
sense, but I thought they must know... She had behavioural issues too. It was not normal 
behaviour, but the school was not helping.”  
 
When parents start to realize however that the system that they trust is callously failing 
the children they love, it is a powerful, and motivating experience, expressed in Parent 
B’s experience like this: “My first IEP meeting. I remember I was so nervous to meet all 
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the people in charge of my son’s education. The District does not provide translators, 
they just use a secretary or a teacher. The situation is confusing even for people with 
English skills, but I had no English. The District does what is good for them and not what 
is good for the kid.”  
 
Some of the parents who have been in the TIGER program for longer seem to suggest 
that the schools do this deliberately, as Parent D did: “Our son is not the challenge, 
instead the persons he should be getting services through are. He was set up for failure.” 
Parent F had a systematic view about it: “I found out about the difficulties at school when 
he was 4 years old, I was lost, I didn’t know anyone who could help, you don’t ask. They 
don’t offer, I felt like I was failing my child. My son has dyslexia too, although the 
District doesn’t use those terms. They want to cover this up. Or at least that’s how it 
feels.” She was quick to clarify though that she realizes also the contribution of 
individuals to both problems and successes: “I understand it’s not easy to be a special 
education teacher, but I think you have to have a calling for it. Passion and patience is 
needed. But I also know that some just don’t stand up for our kids, some just don’t care.”  
 
The ‘disillusioned parent’ starts to experience the mode ‘Against the law’ more strongly, 
which I detected by the presence yet again of indicators one and two in this category  
They are getting frustrated by the way that the legal language used in the IEP documents 
and to describe their own rights and their lack of understanding of it, as parent C states; 
“they just threw around terms which I didn’t understand”. The legal language is viewed 
as facilitating the injustices done on the children and a mask to disguise unfair practices. 
This situation can be seen mostly as suggesting constraint understood from an ‘against 
the law’ perspective- limitations of law’s ability to deal with justice, but also in terms of 
capacity of being overwhelmed by the power of the law. As Silbey and Ewick (1998) 
point out it is power that produces such unfair situations, and it is clear that the parents 
are aware of this power imbalance, in this instance in relation to the school district 
(compare: p.198-199).  
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In relation to legal empowerment the parents still appear to be disempowered, but a slight 
nuance here is that parents appear to start to understand that they are disempowered. 
What I mean by this is that, as described in the chapter on theory, disempowerment is to 
be denied choice/agency/decision-making ability, but in order to do anything about this, 
one must realize that what it is that constrains oneself- in order to address this. Parents 
here seem to identify the source of their clear powerlessness, as disempowerment as a 
lack of legal knowledge in comparison to the schools (compare: Zimmerman 2000).   
 
5.2.3 Stage 3: The Investigating Parent 
 
Having realized that the school is not going to assist their children, and finding that the 
school is causing more problems for them, parents then turn to look for answers in a 
variety of places. The feeling of helplessness, desire to assist their child and need to take 
action to better their situation leads the parent to try and find information about the 
child’s condition, and what can be done to help the child. It also finally raises a desire to 
challenge the school. As transpired from the staff interviews; both the process of applying 
to TIGER and observing those who remain in the program demonstrate that the parents 
who stay are those motivated to seek out information from the very beginning. It is clear 
that those are also likely to be the parents who achieve positive outcomes for their 
children.  
 
All the parents interviewed had done their own research to differing degrees, and been 
involved with another organization before finding TIGER.  Most had begun to take action 
on their own, particularly after recommendation from another person. This action 
included also writing to the school, asking for help, and asking for assessments (A, C, D, 
E and F). Some information had been provided to the parents from perhaps surprising 
sources. Whilst the parents are generally disappointed and disillusioned by the school, 
there are individuals, who could be called co-conspirators, who affirm parents’ suspicions 
that not everything is done as it should at the school. Parent A disclosed that “one of his 
teachers helped me, although I was told by her not to tell anyone else”. Parent C shared 
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that “the speech therapist was only one at school who seemed to want to help, she said, 
you need to seriously read the parents’ rights”. This shows that the parents perceive that 
although some school staff may wish to help, they only do so covertly and not explicitly. 
 
Through this investigative process the parents learnt there is more useful and less useful 
information available. Although the phase is characterized by a continuous search for 
knowledge, being dissatisfied by the previous sources because of the quality or quantity 
of the knowledge, this is also the most disparate among the parents. Some are able to 
obtain a fairly large pool of knowledge from a variety of sources and display a more 
confident attitude about their position even before they had joined TIGER, while others 
have a very minimal understanding and minimal access to sources. It is here that the 
capital that the parents have plays a role. Those with greater cultural, economic and social 
capital are, albeit in relative terms, still able to obtain more than others with less capital.  
 
To make a comparison here, the two parents with a child with autism both in the beginner 
class and around the same age, Parent A and B had different experiences before TIGER. 
Parent A had gone to college for some length of time, her primary language of 
communication is English and she had established connections through her place of 
work. She is married and within the upper end of the scale of low income. Parent A has 
one child. Parent A had managed to have contact with an advocate and an attorney, 
attended at other advocacy organizations, had read books, spoken to other parents and the 
school and already relayed matters to the school in writing before joining TIGER. On the 
other hand, Parent B’s education level was high school, she is a single parent, she has no 
family in the U.S., she had practically no English language skills until recently, and no 
work until recently. Additionally, she has an unclear immigration status, she is on the 
lower end of the low-income scale, and she has two children. While she had also been 
involved with Regional Center and another organization, she confessed having little 
knowledge going into the program: “I was constantly feeling like I am trying to do my 
best, but I was not sure it’s enough. Doing your own research, on the internet, it makes 
you question yourself”. Not only does this suggest that she seemed to be trying, but not 
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getting very far with her research, as she later said herself, it also shows the disparity 
between the starting points for these parents. It also demonstrates that the perhaps the 
most straightforward way for a parent to access information is through the internet 
through parent forums and general searches. It also appears that these social media, 
though easily accessible, provide parents little substantial help, and may only confuse 
matters further. 
 
It is somewhat blurry at this stage for the parents where the legal system and the school 
system diverge. The IEP documents are legal documents, more specifically contracts, and 
the school lawyers are involved in overseeing the IEP compliance process from the 
school’s perspective. It is difficult therefore to understand how parents exactly experience 
the law as an entity separate to the school system. As the awareness of their separation 
has not yet been formed through educating the parents, and the parents are not yet aware 
of their rights, in some ways, these two systems are lumped together by the parents.  
 
The example from Parent E is particularly fitting as a strategy of resistance. She 
convinced her child’s doctor to do an evaluation and was able to get this covered by 
medical insurance. It is important to note however that although Parent E achieved a 
result here, it was the school’s responsibility to evaluate the child and it would have been 
possible for the medical insurance and the doctor to refuse to assess the child. Parent E 
would also have been entitled to seek reimbursement from the school, but this did not 
occur, because the aim of the parent was simply to get the child assessed by whatever 
means possible, even if this was not by using the law or holding the school accountable. 
Parents use strategies within their resources in this mode of LC. 
 
As parents are aware of the difficulties their children face and they seek out practical, 
non-legal help for this, they are resisting against the school system, but also against the 
law. The school system rather than particularly the legal system is seen as arbitrarily 
powerful here, but rather than being passive, as seen in the mode ‘before the law’, here 
resistant action is being taken by the parents, sometimes producing results, sometimes not 
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(compare: Ewick & Silbey 1998, p. 204-205). As is empirically evident, all four 
indicators for against the law are detectible. 
 
5.3 The TIGER Program 
 
What I discovered through my observations and interviews was that TIGER classes 
focussed heavily on practical skills, particularly at the Beginner and Intermediate levels. 
This therefore consists of teaching the skills of organizing paperwork, writing letters and 
formulating appropriate discussions with and questions to the school. The basic concepts 
of the law are also covered.  These will consist of rights and responsibilities of the 
parents as well as those of the school. The classes also teach critical thinking, particularly 
by teaching parents to spot common issues and tackle them before they grow out of hand. 
From my classroom observations, this type of approach seems to suit the parents well, 
because they can relate to the practical steps and their drive is to make a concrete change 
in how they are dealing with the district as opposed to learning about the law in abstract, 
which appeared to be the least interesting thing to parents. 
	
In order to do all this the TIGER program consists of multiple teaching tools, which one 
TIGER teacher called “dynamic learning”. This consists of having key visual points on a 
board, distributing a core curriculum book with assigned reading, distributing materials 
for every lecture, giving homework which is checked and discussed in class, and 
importantly almost always asking the parent to relate the information learned to her own 
child and IEP. The issue of homework in staff interviews was both highlighted as key to 
learning, but also said to be a difficult issue since not all parents have the ability to 
complete the homework- it was suggested by one of the teachers that it might be prudent 
instead to reserve some class time to do this. The parents also benefit from a multi-
disciplinary approach so the teachers who attend are not just lawyers, but also 
professionals from the fields of medicine and psychology as well as teachers and 
University lecturers. They importantly not only benefit from the knowledge imparted by 
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these professionals, but also have access to them and are able to contact them and use 
these connections even past the classes taught.  
 
Teaching methods also range from lectures to small group work and sharing examples in 
class, but always leaving time for questions which are always answered. All TIGER staff 
interviewed mentioned learning from others by example as one of the key aspects of 
teaching, as touched upon before. It has several benefits. Parents learn they are not alone 
and they can apply proposed solutions to their own children’s situations. The most 
interesting aspect came to light in the second TIGER teacher interview where the teacher 
told me: “There are always parents who come to the program because they want a 
platform, they raise their hand and say, look at all the things I accomplished for my child. 
We need to use this in a positive way, an example to learn from, some inspiration for 
other parents”. 
 
The key practical skill that TIGER aims to teach was answered similarly by all TIGER 
staff who mentioned: “learning how to issue spot and ask for help, but lay your own 
foundations”, “how to ask questions and question the information provided by the 
school” and “to learn to push back”- all variations on the same theme of identifying 
issues, questioning the school’s solutions and proposing alternatives.  
 
5.4 The TIGER Parent 
 
5.4.1 Stage 4: The Validated Parent 
 
The parents who join the TIGER program appear to first experience relief due to the 
exchange of experiences and the confirmation through the class of these being the right 
interpretations. Beyond confirmation of existing beliefs about the school system, it also 
gives them a sense of being finally on the right track. This is a stage that is related to, but 
different from the ‘Disillusioned Parent’ stage, as the parents view of school personnel as 
trusted experts changes. As Parent C expressed it in relation to the school psychologist: 
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“Nobody questioned her, she had a PhD. But she was wrong. After joining TIGER, I felt 
like my gut feeling was validated that schools are not doing what they need to be doing, 
they don’t care and they are not really experts. They don’t know the law. It was eye 
opening.” In my observations of all three classes, but particularly the beginner and 
intermediate groups, class participation consists largely of sharing stories about the 
failures of the school and the district. Of course, there are also shared success stories of 
overcoming the challenges faced. These are more common in the intermediate and 
advanced groups who have had a longer period of time to take action against the school. 
 
Parents in TIGER are taught about how schools operate within budgets, timescales and 
institutional problems, as I observed in class. This serves to de-personalize the poor 
treatment received. They are also taught what their rights are to services, evaluations and 
participation. This serves to encourage parents to feel that what they are asking for is not 
unreasonable as was explained in staff interviews. This happens whilst the sharing of 
stories occurs within the classroom where dozens of parents share similar experiences. 
This serves to make the parent understand that they are not alone in the experience as 
confirmed by the program organizer and teacher interviews. Although all parents stated 
they benefited from sharing, Parent C pointed out that it has pros and cons. Whilst it is 
helpful to learn what worked for other parents so you know what to ask for, it also 
slightly distracts from the lesson. 
 
The common experience can be surprising for the first time as Parent B explains: “I 
attended TIGER Town Hall and I was so surprised to learn how many other parents there 
were who shared the same problems…”. All the disappointments, frustrations, surprises, 
broken trust and anger present in the previous phase find a context, which the parent finds 
calming and at the same time alleviates the self-doubt previously experienced about 
whether or not their concerns are legitimate and that the school’s inaction or incorrect 
action is illegitimate. Parent A articulated it saying: “The District is not always right. We 
trust them, but the first step is realizing that they are not always right. I know other 
parents who feel this way too”. Parent D describes that feeling further: “It was like 
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stepping into green pastures”. Parent F also had very strong emotions about the struggle 
before and the relief experienced afterwards by comparing the program to finding a GPS 
when lost and saying: “TIGER changed my life. Before TIGER I was blind. Not knowing 
anything- being out there in the world navigating that system, it was difficult.”  
 
When asked about how TIGER made them feel, with the exception of Parent C, every 
single one answered that it makes them ‘feel confident’. Parents B, C, and D stated that it 
made them feel empowered. When asked to explain what they meant, similar 
explanations also arose and it became clear that ‘confident’, ‘strengthened’ and 
‘empowered’ bore similar meanings also. The main characterizations were that the 
parents now had options beyond what the school presented to them, and that they were 
not doing anything wrong by challenging the school and were no longer afraid. They also 
stated that through the knowledge gained they had the learned the right way to go about 
expressing themselves which led to them being listened to and that they knew their 
opinion was valuable too. Ultimately, they all stated that they felt they were finally able 
advocate, support and get results for their children either by directly acting for their child 
or knowing where to go for help (in the case of Parent C).   
 
At this stage the parent is necessarily exhibiting different modes of LC, however the 
beginnings of the mode ‘With the law’ are developing, even whilst still strongly 
expressing particularly the mode ‘Against the law’. This is clear from the presence of the 
indicator 1 for ‘with the law’, when indicating that it is possible to challenge the school, 
but also still suspicious and displaying indicator 2 of ‘against the law’.  
 
Even the Beginners in TIGER start to realize that the law can be characterized as a game 
and that it is possible to adopt tactics for self-interest once resources and knowledge have 
opened up (compare: Ewick & Silbey 1998 p.148, 160). This realization is accompanied 
by a sense of relief and satisfaction, as expressed by the parents in the interviews 
conducted. At this stage, ‘With the law’ is a potential, an idea, rather than the fully 
developed form described by Ewick & Silbey, as the parents still lack basic skills to ‘play 
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the game’. In the end, the identification of the source of their disempowerment becomes 
clear: it is the lack of access to a legal professional and lack of access to legal knowledge 
specifically. This is the turning point where critical consciousness has been achieved and 
parents can become legally empowered by using their own agency (compare: Gutierrez 
1995). 
  
5.4.2 Stage 5: The Legally Aware Parent 
	
The next stage that the parent experiences is that through gaining knowledge and 
awareness, the parent is able to express herself. This will first happen through articulating 
issues in class to the teachers and other parents, perhaps to professionals such as lawyers 
and finally to those at the school (staff interviews and parent interviews). The parent is 
now able to give names and labels to the problems encountered by the child at school. 
This has required mastering to some degree at least the jargon which is associated with 
the disability of the child and the special education system and enables the articulation of 
a need. This stage also is characterized by the ability to formulate questions and express 
them to further the growth of knowledge and challenge the district’s knowledge without 
having to draw out an argument. It also means that the parent is aware of her own 
limitations and is able to ask for help. Parent C describes her own aspirations and 
limitations in the following manner: “I need to invest time in reading the IEPs and talking 
convincingly to the school. Preparation takes time. The gap from where they (the 
children) are and where they should be, is huge. I need help with so much, but what I 
really need to be getting a grip on is what to say and how to say it, in a way that makes 
them not think twice. I am not there yet.” Parent B expresses this as a combination of a 
need to know more, but an awareness that it is a long process: “I want to continue to 
educate myself. You need to ask ‘Why’ a lot. I have been learning only for three years- 
it’s a long road with lots more to learn. When I hear about transition in the TIGER class, I 
feel really overwhelmed. So, I think, live for right now”. 
 
Parents indicated to me that they were aware of a lot of essential rights, and to most of 
the parents that knowledge was new when they joined TIGER (Parent B, C, E, and F). To 
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some the knowledge was not completely new, but even these parents demonstrated that 
they had gained substantial amounts of new knowledge or deepened their knowledge 
about the subject (Parent A and D). Data from the interviews shows parents’ broad 
knowledge encompassing legal rights and practical strategies. It was perhaps slightly 
surprising that only one parent (B) named the law central to where all or most of the 
rights stem, the IDEA. This parent, who is only a Beginner, also named FAPE as a 
concept, when that concept was apparently unknown to an Advanced parent (E). This 
suggests how important practical knowledge is to the parents as opposed to learning 
about the legal source. Clearly this is just one aspect in which learning about the law in 
the kind of parent advocacy program TIGER is differs from official legal training 
provided to certified advocates or lawyers. 
 
Contextualizing has been important for those who had previous knowledge. Parents are 
also perhaps more aware than they realize, as it was evident through the telling of stories 
that they were able to name further legal issues than in answers when asked about it 
explicitly. Contextualizing is also important when it comes to applying the knowledge to 
the particular child’s case. Here, the parents were also all able to express what they 
currently felt were the biggest challenges for their child and how the school could 
improve that situation. For Parent A it was assistance with socialization skills, for Parent 
B Occupation Therapy services, for Parent C it was getting academic performance closer 
to grade level, for Parent D it was behavioural services, for Parent E it was speech and 
language services and for Parent F it was physical support by an aide with class 
transitions in middle school. This confidence in being able to name what their child needs 
and how they may be able to get it is an enormous leap from the helpless state every 
parent initially described. 
 
5.4.3 Stage 6: The Active Parent 
 
The following stage is a parent who is aware that the situation of the education of a child 
within the special education system is one which is a continuing struggle. The school is 
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seen as the opponent. Parent A described that she used to pay the school a small 
supplement to get music therapy, however those services were removed due to cuts in the 
budget. She described this as “power abuse”. Parents use combative terms such as fight, 
dispute, battle. Parent B does not limit this to the school: “It feels like a constant fight 
against the district, the insurance company, you name it…” The parents are willing to do 
whatever it takes to challenge the district not just to provide the minimum for their child, 
but they want what is best. At the same time they are also more aware of the context of 
the system and strategies on how to get what they want.  
 
This stage is one which requires a certain amount of sophistication, determination, and 
resources. The parents are aware of how to translate knowledge into action and take that 
action themselves. It is a level that also shows some differences in the level the parents 
had reached. All the parents had developed sufficient awareness however to demonstrate 
that is was important and desirable to reach this stage and that they were able to take 
some active steps. The parents at this stage who were most knowledgeable knew not only 
precisely what they wanted, but knew how they would ask to receive it and finally 
demonstrated taking the action.  
 
At its simplest action was getting documents stamped by the school and keeping copies 
(Parent C). They could also include asking for meetings, observing classes, speaking to 
school staff about the child’s needs (A and B in the Beginner class). However, at the 
more sophisticated level the action taken was no longer taken on the school’s terms and 
comfort level, but on the parent’s terms, and described as causing inconvenience to the 
school. This was by audiotaping the IEP meeting, by asking for specific people to attend 
the IEP meeting, requesting documents to review in advance of an IEP meeting and 
making complaints (Parents D, E and F, in Intermediate and Advanced). The active 
parent’s position requires some level of strategic awareness also, simple knowledge is in 
itself not enough to reach the aims. These latter examples included the necessity for the 
school to take advance action and were part of a fuller strategy by the parent for example, 
to listen back to the recorded taping to evidence what was promised later, or to see 
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records in advance to better prepare to refute or agree with an evaluation to argue for 
more services or by filing a complaint to compel the school into action.  
 
The importance of an active approach is not lost on Parent C, who seems to be an outlier 
in terms of action taken, as she speaks about her time constraints with five children and 
also says: “I have noticed that my shyness prevents me from interacting as much as I 
need. I need to be more outspoken and less afraid to act.” On the other hand Parent A and 
B also explain why they have not taken as much action perhaps- they both explain that 
they have a good relationship with the district, since as Parent A explains this makes for 
“good strategy”. Parent A also concedes that her lack of knowledge constrains her action 
too, since she would like her son’s aide to be replaced by someone better trained: “I want 
more detailed knowledge of the law. For example, if my son’s current aide is removed- 
what do I do?” Having emphasised the importance of action, it is key that the correct 
action is taken and only when necessary, as every parent described the dealings with the 
school as difficult and energy consuming. Parent D summarised this well: “Picking and 
choosing battles is one great lesson to be learnt from TIGER. It is like playing chess- 
pulling out the right piece at the right time.” 
 
In the latter stages of being part of the TIGER program, the amount of knowledge 
attained brings the parents to largely develop many characteristics of the mode ‘With the 
law’ of LC. The law is seen as something normal and strategic action is taken regularly 
by parents. Knowing the limitations of their own knowledge and through participating in 
the program taught by legal professionals consulting with legal experts is normalized 
also. The parents enjoy recounting stories of how they were able to get services for their 
children through self-advocacy and by taking formal legal action, and parents are positive 
about the gains they are able to make by engaging in legal processes, though they 
acknowledge this as a continuous struggle (compare: Ewick & Silbey 1998, p. 147-178). 
Parents in this stage can be identified to mainly to be displaying all ‘with the law’ 
indicators when examining the results. 
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Parents themselves describe their feelings as they go through the process of being 
educated on special education law in terms of power. Parents stated feeling helpless and 
powerless before they started TIGER. Parent C stated that she felt that TIGER had given 
her the means to balance the power between herself and the District. All parents 
described that being engaged in TIGER made them feel confident or empowered. This is 
also a new relationship with the law. ‘With the law’ as a mode of LC sees the law as a 
setting for power struggles, but crucially one where knowledge of the rules is essential, 
but success when the rules are known is attainable (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.47-48). In 
this way TIGER, whilst creating acquiescence to the legal system, makes this a generally 
speaking more positive rather than negative experience (compare: Silbey 2005). 
 
An example of how the LC of parents change through the process moving from ‘worried’ 
to ‘active’ parent can be drawn from textualization, or putting things in writing, which is 
one of the first steps parents take to enforce their children’s legal rights. Silbey and 
Ewick note that although putting things in writing give a person a form of strategic 
power, it relinquishes some control and leads to disempowerment through erasure or 
intractability of the text when experienced ‘Before the Law’ (Ewick & Silbey 1998, 
p.119-121). This is evident from the feelings expressed by the parents of thorough 
helplessness and frustration about not being able to understand the legal documents such 
as the IEP or parents’ rights sheet handed out or reply to these in order to help their 
children. By contrast those who have gone through the TIGER program avoid these 
experiences by acting on the advice repeated at the TIGER classes: if the parent ensures 
that there are copies of the paperwork to ensure that a record is kept and not lost, if they 
get advice on how to interpret text and craft a text to fit into legally and strategically 
appropriate language, they will not compromise their position legally and they will bring 
about change in their children’s education. Again, contextualization can be seen in Parent 
A’s remarks about the most commonly mentioned application of a more legal, or formal 
practice of putting things down in writing, which she had been doing previously also: “I 
learnt from TIGER that putting things in writing forms a record of evidence”. The phrase 
‘record of evidence’ clearly demonstrating legal awareness. Feelings that parents 
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expressed in interviews about getting things in writing working in their favour is 
demonstrative of a strategic game-like consciousness, falling ‘with the law’ (compare: 
Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.177-178). 
 
5.4.4 Stage 7: The Community Parent 
 
The final stage of being a TIGER parent is getting actively involved with the community. 
This is most commonly a parent who has been in TIGER for a number of years, the staff 
interviews confirmed. There are of course limitations, some parents may not have the 
personality or the logistical ability to participate in these activities, but in the earliest 
stages, this way of thinking involves considering other parents and their interests, having 
moved past the desperation of the necessity to help their own children. Most commonly 
the community parent gets involved through separate parent groups and/or through 
involvement with school related committees.  
 
All parents interviewed expressed a wish for TIGER to continue to grow and help more 
families, most said that they love to help others too and find this to be a feature of the 
TIGER community. Parents A, B and F specifically stated that advocate not just for their 
own children, but for others also. Parents B and particularly F, demonstrated through 
examples that they had brought about substantial anti-discriminatory policy changes in 
their respective schools that would allow children with disabilities to access opportunities 
that non-disabled children had. They both also indicated that they were “on every 
committee”, Parent B having even earned an award for her activism.  
 
Some of the parents were already at this stage at Beginner level (A and B). This 
demonstrates that although in some ways the progress is chronological- some amount of 
knowledge is required for the parents to have the “lightbulb going off moment” (as 
described in the staff interviews), others have a broader knowledge perhaps, but have not 
progressed to some of the latter stages, the process is very fluid. Some parents develop 
very quickly when receiving guidance while some are missing these phases because 
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personality or sometimes logistical issues. This is not to deny that the more time parents 
spend in TIGER the more they are developing, particularly in being an advocate for their 
own child. We know from previous research into TIGER that learning happens. The pre- 
and post-test results from 2016 and surveys conducted with TIGER parents show that 
progress is made through the year (Aceves 2016). The progress made does not mean that 
parents are now experts however. 
 
The community is also a unique aspect of the success of TIGER, of achieving critical 
consciousness as well as legal empowerment and ‘with the law’ LC. The importance of 
this community aspect whether by relating to others or taking collective action ‘with the 
law’ was well summarized by Ewick and Silbey (1998): “identifying others with mutual 
interests and organizing around those interests were crucial in determining whether 
people took any action at all.” (p. 172). Indeed, many of the parents identified precisely 
the ability to connect with others as the most important part of their legal empowerment 
(compare Kabeer 2012). Power through law comes out as a theme through the interviews 
with the parents, and it can be seen how the process is a story of a shifting power balance 
from a scale of disempowered to empowered. 
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Chapter 6 – Secondary Analysis and Discussion 
 
6.1 Attaining symbolic power: LC and legal empowerment as parallel processes 
 
The four indicators I outlined earlier in this thesis that combined the parallel processes of 
developing ‘with the law’ LC and legal empowerment were a) the pre-requisite of 
obtaining legal resources, b) the consciousness and understanding that power is vested in 
individuals through agency in the law, c) the translation of this understanding to action by 
exercising choice and taking steps involving the law, and d) the outcome of this action 
leading to positive legal achievements for the individual. I will now turn to discussing 
each of these as they manifested themselves in my results. 
 
The ‘Worried Parent’ stage is particularly characterised by features in LC that are 
tantamount to disempowerment (compare: Kabeer 1999). There are both structural 
reasons and reasons of agency that contribute to this. When looking at structural reasons 
in terms of capital, it is evident that TIGER parents, lack economic (low-income), 
cultural (level of education, neighbourhood), and social capital (language, culture, lack of 
family).  It means they have low symbolic capital as they are often isolated and unable to 
convert other forms of capital to symbolic capital (compare: Bourdieu 1986). Parents 
have little choice in how they act towards the school, particularly because they cannot 
meaningfully exercise decision-making abilities lacking knowledge and resources. 
Parents feel powerless and are passive (‘before the law’ LC), until reaching a point of 
crisis when they try and resist (‘against the law’ LC). The resistance is however not 
informed and so progress is haphazard, characterised by the odd win and many losses. 
 
In the ‘Investigating Parent’ stage, in relation to legal empowerment, the parents resist 
the law and this has come from a full realization that they are disempowered (‘against the 
law’ LC). Moreover, in the ‘Disillusioned Parent’ stage, parents have identified their lack 
of knowledge as the source of the disempowerment. The ‘Investigating Parent’ has begun 
to take some steps towards gaining this knowledge, but is still limited by resources. They 
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appreciate that it is not just any knowledge, but specific knowledge that is needed, but 
what this is exactly has not yet crystallised. Whilst parents have not yet achieved the 
necessary critical consciousness for legal empowerment, ‘against the law’ LC provides an 
important and essential bridge between disempowerment and empowerment as without 
the knowledge of disempowerment, there can be no empowerment. This is the critical 
first step (compare: Gutierrez 1995, Christens et al 2016). 
 
What Ewick and Silbey (1998) do not emphasise in their book a fact that is clear from 
their results; that ‘against the law’ LC appears the reserve of those with a distinct lack of 
symbolic capital. When looked at in conjunction with legal empowerment this becomes 
very clear- in order for people to be empowered they need both ‘against the law’ LC, 
strongly characterized by a motivation to achieve an outcome and resist the unfair 
situation in which the individual is wrapped up, and legal resources. It is this combination 
that brings about the empowering outcome of attaining ‘with the law’ LC. 
	
6.2 Structural considerations and legal empowerment: TIGER program and its resources 
 
In describing ‘with the law’ LC Ewick and Silbey (1998) mostly associate ‘with the law’ 
LC with a certain demographic- white, male, middle or upper income bracket individuals. 
Women and minorities generally appear to fit into ‘before the law’ or ‘against the law’ 
modes better. This may have something to do with the fact that those who exhibit the 
‘with the law’ mode are aware of costs and constraints associated with ‘playing the game’ 
that is law. It has implications for time and resources (Ewick & Silbey 1998, p.147-148). 
 
TIGER provides parents with knowledge, materials, strategies, and access to 
professionals and each other. The TIGER program, being a free advocacy program, 
overlooks the lack of economic capital and provides both a set of connections to other 
parents as well as professionals increasing the social capital of the parents. By imparting 
knowledge and strategies, TIGER not only develops ‘with the law’ LC in parents but also 
increases the cultural capital the parents possess. The results match the indicator for 
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‘resources’, as parents, as a result of engaging in the TIGER program, have access to the 
knowledge that will enable them to take action to improve the education of their child, 
clearly not previously having had this.  
 
This transforms the low-income Latino parent from someone who initially possesses low 
symbolic capital to someone with increased symbolic capital (compare: Bourdieu 1986). 
This is particularly so within parent peer groups. It is clear that parents derive pleasure 
from helping other parents who are less knowledgeable, as the results from the interviews 
show, however this is just as much to do with how much symbolic capital TIGER parents 
stand to gain in their circles of peers who are also parents of children with disabilities. 
Some of the interviewed parents reported that before they joined the program they had 
come across other TIGER parents who were very confident, however they were also 
portraying an image of TIGER that the interviewed parents did not recognize as a feature 
of TIGER: an elite club.  
 
The symbolic capital gained by helping others and being an active parent in parent 
organizations fuels confidence in the narrow field that this capital, or power, has been 
gained, not just among peers, but also in relation to schools (compare: Bourdieu 1986). 
This may not be something that the school or legal system will appreciate initially when 
dealing with the parent, however as interactions increase and the school district deals 
with the parent, they experience a change in the relationship. After engaging more firmly 
with the schools some parents reported that they are now seen as the “troublemaking” 
parent. This may not be a negative label however. It clearly appears that these 
“troublemaking” parents are getting results and achieving the changes in their children’s 
IEPs that they are requesting. Parents A, B, D and F all reported that they have 
experienced a difference with how the school treats them, experiencing a more hostile 
relationship, but one that gets a reaction faster and more effectively than before. It is 
evident from the interviews that by becoming ‘TIGER parents’ and being associated with 
the program through the knowledge and connections it provides, the school has also 
recognized the shift in power balance (compare: Bourdieu 1986). 
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I previously stated that the law’s power of naming, or correctly labelling, gives it the 
ultimate symbolic power (Bourdieu 1987). This may be also a reason why in the IEP 
meetings now that the parents are able to use the correct jargon and confidently name the 
things they are looking for and why, the schools have been swifter to give parents the 
accommodations they are looking for. In the case of parent F who has now been in 
TIGER for three years and advocating for her child, she is now able to go to the school 
and ask for systematic changes to happen and is able to persuade larger scale changes. 
She has been able to persuade the school to include children with disabilities in school 
outings, the school band, and after school tuition where this was not happening before 
and she had persuaded the school to look in their internal meetings into looking at more 
ways to decrease referrals for bad behaviour for children in special education, since she 
said it was disproportionately high in this group. This is a significant level of influence 
and power for a parent to have and significant ‘with the law’ LC.  
 
With this new-found power, there are also potential problems, particularly when 
translated into community action with parents overstepping the bounds of their 
knowledge when advocating for others. As the TIGER director remarked the training is 
for advocacy for the children of the parent attending, it does not qualify the parent to 
represent others or be an attorney. The difficulty with parent legal empowerment here is 
that it meets the structural hierarchical limitations of the legal system as sociologically 
understood (compare: Bourdieu 1987). It is still difficult to overcome the barrier into 
legal representation without the degree and the knowhow and the connections of a legal 
community to access the profession. It is also clear that because of this, the TIGER 
program, whilst facilitating parent legal empowerment, does not eliminate the need for 
attorneys, and does not eliminate the need for the other advocacy and litigation services 
offered by LRLC or other attorneys, as pointed out by an independent attorney working 
as a TIGER teacher (2nd teacher interview). Therefore, the program is empowering, but it 
does not free the parents from the constraints of legal hegemony, which still dictates that 
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legal professionals as inside players dominate access to the best outcomes (compare: 
Ewick & Silbey 1998 p.168-172). 
 
6.3 Agency, motivation and the ‘power within’: the process of change in legal 
empowerment 
 
In empowerment theory, Kabeer (1999) clarifies that resources are absolutely crucial, but 
how they are used is equally important. This manifests in at least two senses- in giving 
people ‘power to do’ and ‘power within’. By giving parents ‘power to do’, TIGER also 
gives them ‘power within’. These are all essential resources or pre-conditions to the 
change from being disempowered to empowered (compare: Kabeer 1999). 
 
Many of the attributes of eventually attaining ‘with the law’ LC also translate into 
attributes that lead to legal empowerment in the context of the transition from having no 
capacity for change due to a lack of resources to having decision-making capacity as 
‘power within’ and ‘power to’. TIGER parents interestingly name confidence as an 
outcome of the TIGER program, gaining them ‘power within’, or agency. The evidence 
however suggests that the parents gaining confidence and agency is a pre-condition 
(resource) to achieving with the law LC and legal empowerment, because TIGER parents 
are a self-selected group (compare: Kabeer 1999). This makes the process much more 
nuanced than it is understood from a classical empowerment theory perspective.  
 
As the second TIGER teacher interviewed indicated, when talking about not being able to 
reach absolutely everyone who needs help; “The parents who come are dissatisfied with 
the system and have aspirations in the process. This is in some ways a self-selected 
group. It really is about motivation, if we were to reach everyone we would dilute the 
curriculum. The people we work with are learners, people who are willing to improve 
how they do things”.  It seems that to be an ‘Investigating Parent’, to be seeking 
solutions, even if they are displaying a resisting ‘against the law’ LC is necessary to be a 
TIGER parent. In relation to theoretical framework developed by Kabeer (1999) which 
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states that a pre-condition for empowerment is disempowerment and the ability to 
change, I would emphasise the role of agency, or ‘power within’ not just as critical 
consciousness, but as a motivation to overcome disempowerment.  
 
This is not as simple as it sounds, as a desire to change circumstances is not enough in the 
special education context. Considering the results from the study by Engel (1991), 
discussed in the literature review, historically parents have tended to prioritize their 
relationship with the school, whilst also wanting to change their children’s circumstances, 
but that priority has resulted in a failure to take advantage of their legal rights. TIGER 
parents however appear to occupy a different social space, willing to seek adversarial 
solutions and strategies to secure their rights. I would suggest that ‘motivation to 
overcome’ has to consist of a significant emotional reason to take action going above and 
beyond a daily setback. To be able to expand on this aspect further studies would have to 
be conducted on both TIGER families and those who have never attended TIGER. It 
suggests however that the connection between LC and legal empowerment is more 
nuanced and dialectic than empowerment theory on its own. The theory of empowerment 
when joined with LC takes on some of the fluidity of the modes of LC. The process of 
going from disempowered to legally empowered involves motivation, a type of 
empowerment, and does not represent a sudden, quick or absolute process. 
 
6.4 TIGER parents and TIGER’s empowerment aim: empowered achievements 
 
Having discussed the pre-conditions or resources to parent legal empowerment and the 
process of translating choice into action or agency, I now turn briefly to outcomes or 
achievements. Insofar as TIGER parents gain resources to practically make a difference 
in the lives of their children, the results show that TIGER as a program provides multiple 
outcomes. Every interviewed parent could name how they had used the skills they learnt 
at TIGER to achieve outcomes. They were also able to name a litany of practical abilities 
and legal rights, showing ‘power to do’, to keep achieving outcomes in the future 
(compare: Kabeer 1999). What this suggests is that TIGER parents possess both the 
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capabilities of legal empowerment, and have also have achieved empowerment outcomes 
(compare both Kabeer 1999 and Zimmerman 2000).  
 
There were differing levels of outcomes and differing ways that parents approached 
achieving the outcomes. All of them had done something on their own and while some 
preferred to do everything on their own, others were satisfied to seek appropriate 
professional help when they felt unable to deal with the situation. Most parents had both 
resorted to outside help and self-help, again also a crucial feature of ‘with the law’ LC 
(compare: Ewick & Silbey 1998, p. 167-169). Although it could be argued that resorting 
to outside help is not legal empowerment, if seen merely as an internal ‘power within’ 
perspective, this would be missing the outcome focussed element of ‘power to’. Equally, 
returning to the concept of legal empowerment as introduced in the chapter on theory, the 
concept placed emphasis on the use of legal processes to change and improve life 
(McCann 1994, Kostiner 2003, Cotula 2007). Parents are empowered not only because of 
the skills they learn, but also by knowing when and how to seek expert assistance to 
challenge schools through the legal institutions also (compare: Engel & Munger 2003).  
 
It is crucial that as well as demonstrating their knowledge, the stories shared by the 
parents also provided demonstrable examples of application or achievements (compare: 
Engel & Munger 2003). These empowering outcomes are those that parents named as the 
aim that they have for attending the TIGER program- to make a difference in their child’s 
education.  The operationalization of legal empowerment - in the individual gaining skills 
in the TIGER program and proactive behaviour, and in community, taking part in parent-
led organizational coalitions means that TIGER has both initiated the process of legal 
empowerment, and achieved its empowering goal in delivering empowered outcomes for 
both individual parents and the parents as a community (compare: Kabeer 1999, 
Zimmerman 2000, and Blatter & Haverland 2012). 
 
TIGER is by no means a perfect program. It suffers from a lack of grant funding, relying 
instead on fluctuating donations, as it is difficult to find funding for this type of program, 
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particularly from funding sources that support legal organizations, given that it does not 
provide a strictly speaking direct legal service. It also suffers from some organizational 
difficulties, which are apparent from the parent and staff comments such as not being 
able to fully cater to the different learning capabilities of the parents. In spite of these 
issues is difficult to argue that the program has not made a substantial change and a 
valuable positive impact in the lives of the parents.   
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Chapter 7 – Conclusion: TIGER parents’ legal empowerment through ‘with 
the law’ legal consciousness and the hegemony of the law 
 
I will now turn again to the aims of this study and present my conclusions in light of 
these and my research questions. In relation to previous studies on parent advocacy my 
study confirms that barriers are still placed by schools to parent advocacy (compare: Faw 
& Leustek 2015). My study also shows that parents from minority backgrounds, 
particularly facing language issues, face even higher hurdles (compare: Burke & 
Sandman 2015), even though there are good reasons for parents’ voices being heard, in 
preference to advocates’ and lawyers’ (compare: Ong Dean 2005 and Renty & Roeyers 
2006). It confirms also that parent advocacy programs make a difference (compare: 
Deslandes & Rivard 2013). However, what it adds is that long-term advocacy programs 
with a multi-disciplinary and dynamic learning approach with a focus on critical thinking, 
were said by the parent-subjects to make a much bigger difference. This study also 
suggests that outside assistance, which comes in the form of the programs like TIGER, is 
necessary to stress to the parents that prioritizing an amicable relationship with the school 
can in fact hurt the child’s progress and prevent the assertion and application of the 
student’s rights (compare: Phillips 2008 and Engel 1991). 
 
The results of this study show that parents go through a process of change from 
disempowered, before they join, to legally empowered after they join a program like 
TIGER. What my analysis indicates is that the parents go through parallel processes of 
legal empowerment and a changing LC through various chronological stages. Parents 
move from displaying more ‘before the law’ and ‘against the law’ LC characteristics 
before joining TIGER to more ‘with the law’ characteristics after joining TIGER 
(compare: Silbey 2005).  
 
I show how parents move from being disempowered to being legally empowered by 
gaining ability to exercise choice and decision-making (‘power within’ and ‘power to’), 
ultimately affecting power relations with the school (compare: Kabeer 1999) through an 
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increase in symbolic capital. This is facilitated by the resources provided by the TIGER 
program which form a pre-condition to parent legal empowerment. What my analysis 
indicates about the program is that it evens out constraints faced by parents, due to a lack 
of social, cultural and economic capital (compare: Bourdieu 1987). What I am not 
suggesting is that parents completely stop displaying the other modes of LC when they 
move to ‘with the law’ LC, but what I conclude instead is that ‘with the law’ LC uniquely 
differs from the other modes because it requires knowledge and power, or legal 
empowerment, to operate in the law. 
 
Having gained resources and having gone through this process of change parents also 
actively take steps to apply the knowledge and use the confidence they have developed to 
achieve positive education outcomes for their children (compare: Engel & Munger 2003 
and Kostiner 2003). Their LC is now treating the law as a means and an end. The most 
outcome-driven parents seek out and take action frequently and do so on behalf of other 
parents also, not out of necessity, but out of a desire to change circumstances viewing the 
law as a ‘game’ to attain significant gains, demonstrating ‘with the law’ LC (compare: 
Ewick & Silbey 1998). What this tells us is that parents’ legal empowerment is both 
personal empowerment, and it suggests that it is also community empowerment at least to 
some of the TIGER parents. Parents indicate that although they had ad hoc resources 
before in terms of access to legal knowledge, doing their own research and some 
advocacy courses and services, it was not until they had joined TIGER that through the 
combination of real-life examples, relating issues to their own child’s IEP, discussion, 
access to experts and sharing with a community of other parents that they experienced a 
transformation (compare: Engel & Munger 2003). 
 
I have added to the methodological and theoretical aspect of literature on empowerment 
and LC by drawing these concepts together to suggest that they can be viewed as two 
sides of the same coin. The changing LC can reveal to us an ongoing legal empowerment 
process and the empowerment process can reveal to us that there is a changing LC. This 
process is more nuanced and closer to the nature of LC in its fluidity than classic 
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empowerment theory. Although described in the staff interviews as a “light switch 
moment”, legal empowerment in the special education context from the parents’ 
perspective appears much more ‘hard graft’ than ‘turning on a light switch’. 
 
As I have suggested through this study on an ordinary but marginalized group in a 
program such as TIGER, studies such as this can serve to understand the gap between the 
law in books and law in action (see Merry 1985 and Fritsvold 2009). TIGER parents 
experience that their children are not receiving FAPE- the law in books. In fact, the law 
in action for them, the creation of the IEPs to facilitate the provision of FAPE by the 
school, is a factor that seems to bring more difficulties. The parents note that the 
language of the IEP is often incomprehensible jargon, the lack of Spanish language 
interpretation makes participation difficult, they feel overwhelmed and ganged up on at 
the IEP meetings and this makes them intimidated. The IEP process that is meant to assist 
(law in the books), ends up hindering parent participation (law in action). This makes 
parents who join the TIGER program particularly aware of the gap, as suggested by the 
results outlining parents’ LC. When parents then experience empowerment through their 
change in LC, it highlights how awareness of rights shapes identity in the form of LC and 
how it produces social change (compare: Engel & Munger 2003 and Kostiner 2003). 
 
Parents need TIGER to help build a personal bridge between the law in the books and the 
law in action- empowerment through achieving ‘with the law’ LC. They are given the 
tools to enable them to receive FAPE- the law in the books. They can finally decode the 
language of the IEP, ask for an interpreter, refuse to participate in a meeting before 
procedural safeguards are in place, ask for things in writing to so procedural timelines are 
followed, and have the confidence to participate and ask for specific things to improve 
outcomes for their child. In this way parents are participating and acquiescing to legal 
hegemony, as this is precisely where they have found they can acquire outcomes. With 
the assistance of insiders; professionals in the legal field, parents do not have to become 
‘insiders’ themselves to find a way to utilize the hegemony of the law to their own benefit 
(compare: Silbey 2005).  
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This is quite different from what Lovell (2012) suggests, which is disbanding with the 
notion of hegemony and different too from what Ewick and Silbey (1998) describe as 
counterhegemonic action in the form of resistance (see p. 249-250). Whilst TIGER 
provides the parents and parent communities strategies to bridge their personal gap 
between the law in books and the law in action by giving parents symbolic power in 
relation to the schools, one is sceptical about the wider structural differences TIGER can 
make to change the existing gap between the law in books and law in action. My analogy 
of the bridge is fitting: there is still always a valley over which the bridge is temporarily 
built. While the TIGER program provides empowerment, it does not provide 
emancipation from the hegemony of the law. The fact that parents who go to TIGER and 
groups associated with TIGER can achieve a change in the attitude of the schools in 
providing services more readily even when they make no direct legal challenge and 
simply use persuasion, does obviously not mean this ‘reputation’ of being a TIGER 
parent makes a difference in the lives of parents outside TIGER or other geographical 
jurisdictions for example. Freedom from the hegemony of the law is not however 
provided necessarily by resisting the law either. The focus on LC studies on ‘against the 
law’ LC and resistant strategies has perhaps ignored the potential for more research on 
grassroots organizations such as TIGER that partner with marginalized groups to provide 
resistance from within the hegemony of the law. This research could uniquely focus on 
‘with the law’ LC, but not as it has previously been identified and examined in being 
displayed by the ‘haves’, but rather by marginalized groups within the hegemony of the 
law (compare: Hull 2016 and Fritsvold 2009). 
 
This study highlights the importance of organizations such as TIGER that are likely to 
achieve a high impact in the lives of marginalized community members. Although this 
study shows that parents are empowered, and are able to level out a power imbalance to a 
certain extent by tapping into resources provided by TIGER and achieve tangible 
achievements for their children through participation, it does not address questions on 
policy or evaluate the program against measures such as efficiency or outcomes. This 
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would be another avenue of research, which would be valuable in the future to protect the 
assistance provided through empowerment of low-income, marginalized parents and their 
children with disabilities.   
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